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Locating restaurant in parking lot Grim

Shopping centers near bridge agreement
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
An attempt to tie the construction of a fast-food restaurant to the
erection of a bridge spanning a
cluttered channel between Murray's Central Shopping Center and
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center is
now the major snag keeping local
residents from traveling from one
retail facility to the other without
re-entering heavy traffic along
U.S.641.
Parent companies and
representatives of merchants
from both centers are nearing an
agreement which will provide the
access bridge to the two outlets,
stated Bob Baiungartner, real
estate manager of the Memphis
Office of the Delta Market
(Kroger), reaffirming a previous
statement by Dr. William Parsons, chairman of the Community
Improvement Volunteers, that
both sides were drawing closer to
a resolution.
The purposed structure connecting the two shopping facilities has
been estimated in the
neighborhood of $15,000-$20,000.
Present plans call for a two-lane,
paved, 40-foot bridge which will
include sidewalks four feet in
width, guardrails and a capability
of handling truck traffic.
Baumgartner stated that from

sunny & warmer
Today mostly sunny and
warmer. Highs in the upper 40s to
low 50s. Winds becoming south 5 to
15 mph. Tonight fair and not as
cold. Lows in the upper 20s to low
311a. Light to calm winds. Wednesday partly sunny and warmer.
Highs in the mid to upper 50s with
south winds 10 to 15 mph.
Thursday through Saturday: A
chance of rain about Thursday or
Friday. Dry Saturday.
Temperatures at or about
seasonal normals. Highs mid 508
to mid 60s. Lows mostly in the 30s.
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reports he has been given, the ma- tressel between the facilities.
jority of the More owners unders- "Frani all indications the issues
tand the process by which the seperating the group have narcoots of the bridge will be divided. rowed considerably," he pointed
Each owner is to split a portion of out.
Baumgartner noted that this
the cost according to the amount
of space they occupy. "Naturally was not the first time the ides of
the larger stores will contribute constructing an access bridge has
more than the smaller ones," he originated, but that the
possibilities of locating one of the
pointed out.
A breakdown on the coats affec- newer 'steak houses' in the parkting each of the corporations in- ing lot of the Central Shopping
volved has been in the working Center had also arisen.
"I think what they're talking
stages of company representatives handling the project for about now is something more on
the order of a fast-food
sometime.
"The group is much closer than restaurant," he stated.
"Many of the merchants have
they were a few days ago," Parsons had said, explaining that commented they would love to
most of the business owners have have the bridge built as soon as
agreed to the terms needed to possible. But, because the
complete the construction of the theatres require a great deal of

parking — as does our store -- wr
Mal it would not be in our best
tweets to go along with this acden," Baumgartner added
Parsons had declined to
elaborate on the differences eskiting between the parties causing
the delay, but had said should all
go well, a bridge could be constructed before the hard winter
"U not, it would be next spring or
later," he stated.
Firms involved include CBI.and
Associates, Chattanooga,
developers of the recentlycompleted Chestnut Hills Shopping Center; Storey, Tomlison and
Celipany, Nashville, a property
t firm for the Central
Center; and the K-mart
Corp.,Plymouth, Mich.

Sights,sounds,smells of Christmas
to return for Dickens'celebration
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The sights, sounds and smells of
the Christmas season will return
to Murray when "A Dickens'
Christmas in Press Alley" returns
Dec. 10-11 to the narrow alley between 3rd and 4th Streets just off
the courtsquare.
Two nights of song, food and
fellowship are part of a tradition
volunteer citizens of the community are attempting to establish for
the holidays, stated Susan Hart,
co-chairperson for the event.
Although this year's festivities
have been moved from those
originally seed, the wilimmeem
still remains. A fire which totally
destroyed the downtown offices of
the Murray Ledger & Tknes last
year left the committee looking
for an alternate location for the
1982 activities.

"We want to provide a means of
As a part of the weekend
celebration, the alley will be getting away from the hustle and
decorated with natural greenery, bustle. You know, to return to that
red bows and white lights. Choirs, 'old-fashioned spirit of
strolling musicians, a live nativity Christmas," she said.
Hart explained that organizascene and a mule-drawn cart will
be but a few of the events tions, churches, businesses,
highlighting this year's Dickens' schools, city and county goverment and others are each year acChristmas.
"A pig roast is always one of the tively involved in the project.
Many of Dickens' characters,
main attractions," she comLUAU — Angela Schwartz, mond grade disilaid if Cyndi College
mented. "Each year a large hog is Including "Scrooge and Tiny
donated for the roast and the peo- Tim" will also be visible at this
at Robertson Elementary, led the dancing dnbig ths dem'
ple (we've labeled them the 'pig- year's festivities. "There will
Hawaiian bow The class is studying Hawaii and made volcanoes
roasting fools anonomous') spend even be people dressed in tradiand leis.
Staff photo by Late A Reeves
many hours perfecting the west. tional attire strolling up and down
They work in shifts to assure it's the alley distributing free
1%
.teo
cookies."oilliS11111160Areiji residents are Wiled ta aiAccording to the bright-eyed
Hart, one of the most mlijoyable tend lie celebration in costume as
parts of the event is the volunteer well,she pointed out
demonstrations,
participation from people
Cndlemadag
throughout the community. "We jugglers, tumblers, and churches
operate on a shoe-string budget, open downtown for visitation are
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE. space walk
and it's wonderful to see the way also slated. "Some things will be Calif. (AP) — Space shuttle ColBrand and pilot Robert Overthe people assist in the project," available for purchase," she umbia broke through desert cloud- myer got the "go for deortat
noted. "Hot beverages, popcorn
she remarked.
at dawn today and returned burn" right on time and at 33
balls and freshly baked goods will cover
for the fifth time in just 19 a.m. Pacific time they triggered
Earth
to
be some of the items. There will
minion milestone . the rackets high above the Indian
also be a pub with entertainment maths. The
American ship as Ocean. "On time, good burn,"
the
establishing
serving tea and other beverages."
said Brand
carrier.
cargo
commercial
a
As Hart explained, the object is
Landing was at 6 33 a m., just
swooped
astronauts
Four
to duplicate one of London's
seven minutes after sunrise
calm
and
clouds
high
through
(Continued On Page 2)
Murray High School will sponwinds, sun sparkling off their Autoland computers guided the
sor its first College Day on Friday,
craft, to touch down on the Run- craft to about 40.000 feet and them
according to an announcement toway 22, a 15,000-foot concrete skirt well above cloudcover that quit at
day by Bill Wells, principal, and
that sits on California's Mojave 15,000, Brand took over
Wanda Gough,counselor.
For re-entry, mission specialist
Desert.
Twenty-eight booths will be set
Joseph Allen rode In the cockpit,
oenterline,
the
on
right
was
It
An open house will be held at
up for representatives of different
and commander Vance Brand while William Lenoir strapped
colleges. Included will be finan- Murray High School Thursday at 7
asked Mission Control, "Are we himself into a seat on a lower
cial aid and scholarship informa- p.m. Bill Wells, principal of Murground'" deck.
ray High, said the event was down now,are we on the
tion.
"We Deliver." became the
comground
from
The reply,
This is the first such event at scheduled to coincide with NaNASA motto, in orbit and on
"AbBridges:
Roy
municator
Murray High School and is plann- tional Education Week.
Earth. "Fast and Courteous SerThe program will begin with an solutely. It was beautiful."
ed to be an annual affair, as apvice," said a sign waved by the
perfect
fifth
ship's
the
was
It
proximatley 70 percent of the assembly in the Gymnasitun durcrew
Jima after the ship came to a
Landing after five perfect launMurray High graduates continue ing which board members and
halt, and siding workers surches.
school officials will be recognized
in post-secondary education.
The crew arrined bone dated rounded the craft, Bridges said
Representatives will be at Mur- and Wells will geive a progress
the landing, elated with two "You certainly lived up to the
with
report on the school year to date.
ray High from 8:30-11:30 a.m.
motto Welcome home"
Co-sponsored by the Murray successful satellite deployments.
Interested parents are welcome
(Continued On Page 2)
canceled
a
by
disappointed
but
(Conthined On Page 2
to attend.

--ce shuttle, astronauts
Sipa
return from fifth mission

Community service
is scheduled for
MHS to sponsor
Thanksgiving
A Community-Wide Thanksgiv- first College Day
ing service will be Thursday, Nov.
25, at 9:30 a.m. at the First Christian Church, just off the court
square on North Fifth Street.
The Rev. Calvin Wilkins, pastor
of the Elm Grove Baptist Church,
will be the speaker.
Special music will be directed
by Dr. Irma Collins. Steve Brown
will be organist.
The Rev. Darrel Ramsey,
pastor of First Assembly of God,
and the Rev. Louis Piskula, pastor
of St. Leo's Catholic Church, also
will take part in the service.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
president of the Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial Association,
sponsor of the service, said an offering will be taken for the Transient Fund.

Open house slated
at Murray High

Calloway teacher goes extra mile;
sees students grow through learning
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Harold Arnett didn't have industrial arts in high school, and it
wasn't until his junior year in college that be knew he wanted to
teach the subject. But now, after
just six years of teaching, he has
been named Kentucky Industrial
Arts Teacher of the Year.
Arnett received the honor at the
recent Kentucky Industrial
Education Association convention, which also named him KIEA
vice president. He was nominated
for it by fellow Calloway County
High School instructors Danny
Claiborne and Don Riley. and by
Eddie Adams, a former teacher of
his at Murray State.
"He goes the extra mile more
than any teacher I've ever seen."
said Riley, who remarked he was
Impressed with Arnett's teaching
the first day he saw him at work.
Arnett goes that extra mile
he enjoys seeing students
because
TOP TEACHER — Harold Arnett (left) was recently awned Unlucky ladnetriel Arts Teacher of the Tatit. grow through learning industrial
Candy
Calloway
Mare he he students Kevin Clow and Hobby Stephens amenable a "tier table" in the
arts skills. One of the best comHigh School shop.
ments he has heard was from a
Berm
Marla
Staff photo by

parent who said her son had
always been "afraid to try
anything." After taking industrial
arts, the young man was ready to
see what he could do. the parent
said.
"Some kids have never had a
parent say,'This is neat - I didn't
know you could do that." Arnett
explained. "Some parents are a
little shocked when they come in
and see what their child has
Arnett sees industrial arts as
providing students with several
benefits: exploreting possible
careers, learning to use their
hands, understanding industry.
and improving their self-concepts
A specialist in woodworking.
Arnett, along with Riley and
Claiborne. teaches a curriculum
that includes drafting, metal
work, and general crafts to more
than 21111 students. Ilw students'
work recently won second place in
a KIEA competition.'
Arnett graduated from Farmington High School. received an
associate's degree at Freed-

Hardeman in Tennessee, then
earned bachelor's and master's
degrees at MSU It was the many
good teachers he had who influenced him to become a teacher.
he says.
He taught two years at Fulton
City Schools before coming to
Calloway When he came Is CMS,
Industrial arts was a one-teacher
program. Since then one and onehalf teaching positions have been
added, new equipment purchased
and the shop facilities considerably expanded.
Arnett appreciates the adminstratiori and community support behind these improvements
"I've never had a need they
didn't meet." he said. -Calloway
County High School is a real good
place to teach It's hard to imagine any place being better "
Arnett also cited an "exceptionally close working relationship" between himself. Claiborne and
Rik7.
"He wants his classes to be fun
but also wants them to learn,"
(Continued On Page 2)
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Racer tickets now on sole for basketball season
says Wilder, MSU athletic promotions director

Furches joins
top FFA group
Tripp Furches of Murray has
joined an elite group of Future
Farmers of America. Furches
received the highest FFA degree
of membership — that of
American Farmer.
Along with 751 other outstanding
FFA'ers, the Calloway County —
chapter member was honored at
the 55th National FFA Convention
In Kansas City, Mo.
Always a highlight of the convention, the American Farmer
Degree ceremony included the
presentation of a certificate and
gold key to Furches.
The American Farmer program
is a special project of the National
FFA Foundation, co-sponsored by
J.I. Case, A Tenneco Company,
Racine, Wisconsin; Federal Land
Banks, Denver, Colorado; the
Chevrolet Division, General
Motors Corporation, Warren,
Michigan; Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc., Des Moines, Iowa;
Production Credit Associations,
Denver, Colorado, and Na-Churs
Plant Food Company, Marion,
Ohio.

Space shuttle...

AMERICAN FARMER — John Pope (right), national secretary of
the Future Farmers of America, congratulates Tripp Furcbes of
Murray on his achievement of the American Farmer Degree. The
degree was awarded in a ceremony at the 56th National FFA Convention in Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 11-13.

Author, Dr. Ken Wolf,to discuss new works
at Calloway County Public Library Thursday
Dr. Ken Wolf, associate professor of History at Murray State
University and author of Thoughts
in Season, will be discussing his
book at the Calloway County
Public Library, Thursday, from 4
to 5 p.m.
Autographed copies of the book
will be on sale at that time and
throughout the holidays. .
Wolf has gathered material for
the book since his college days in
Davenport, Iowa, where he began
a manila folder collection entitled
"Maxims for a Future Encyclopedia of Human Wisdom." In
the intervening years he has gone
onto get a Masters and Ph.D. in
History at the University of Notre
Dame, married, and has taught
history at MSU since 1969. He and
his wife Deanna reside in Murray

rh

tight
In
Season

and have three children — Kevin,
Crtssy and Becky.
Several of Wolf's articles on 20th

century intellectuals have appeared in prestigious journals.
Subjects include Hans Kohn, a
leading historian of nationalism
and Martin Buber and Nicholas
Berdyaev, two modern religious
thinkers.
Thoughts in Season is a compilation of the newspaper articles by
the same title which have appeared in the Murray Ledger &
Times over the past 31?2 years. The
book is illustated by Joe Rigsby
who teaches commercial art at
Murray State University. All of
the proceeds from the book sales
will benefit two local agencies:
The Adult Activities Class of the
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center and
Murray-Calloway County
Needline Association.
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COMPARE!
Compare Prices.
Compare Value.
Then Collect Your
Savings On
Custom Polysteel
Radials.
But Act Now..
P18575R14
Sale Ends
• Gas-saving radial

ply

construction

• Sure-footed wet traction tread
• Penetration resistance of two
steel belts
• Smooth ride of resilient
polyester cord

LAST DAY TO SAVE
Wed. Nov. 17
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ALL TIRES ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL—BUY GOODYEAR AND BE SURE
FIRST CHOICE
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Dickens...

I

Why Christmas
Shop Early?

11

Could you wait till then to dash off to the stores and buy presents in one big, happy,
shining gulp? All twenty-five of them? Would you have time to try out every toy, touch
every soft thread of a cashmere sweater, stahd a half hour or so deciding which tie,
which candlestick, which book? Could you gather all the goodies that make this
season so wonderfully warm and fragrant and delicious? Would you? And, if you did,
what would those other hundreds and hundreds of people who shop in the
stores be doing? And what about the clerks? How could they possibly help
you make a purchase much less show you what's available, how it
works, what it does, how you use it and the many other important
features? When would you hide the super surprises, bake the fruit
cake,crack the nuts for the cookies, get out the red candles, tie
the greenery to the door,drop a line to old friends?
The stores want you to enjoy the Christmas season.. that's
why you see early displays and early advertising for
Christmas. The stores know it takes a lot of time...to fully
enjoy a season as big, as deep,as rich, as sweet, as
generous, as fulfilling as Christmas.

Amyl!'
Radials
4e...
642!

parents following the assembly in
the gymnasium.
A special feature of this year's 3
program will be the displaying of
Murray High Class pictures from 4
1932 through 1982. Former z
graduates are invited to come to t:
the open house and view these pictures. The PTO and school officials are currently studying
ways of permanently displaying
these pictures at the school facili(Continued From Page 1) ty on Doran Road.
market streets complete with
Joe Pat Owens, president of the
chickens and roosters and the like. Murray High PTO, said the event
Anyone wishing to volunteer will be open to the public and urgtheir help with Dickens' ed parents, graduates and friends
Christmas in any capacity is urg- of the school to attend. Other ofed to contact Georgianna Moffit at ficers of the PTO are Jean Carol •
753-6318 or Susan Hart at 753-3474.
Ridley, vice-president, Drucilla
Those desiring to volunteer per- Owen, secretary and Daytha
forming acts should contact Laura Howell,treasurer.
Miller at 753-8345.
Refreshments will be served in d
Any residents who would like to the school cafeteria under the )
contribute pine to the group for superviosion of Mrs. Glenda Jefmaking decorative pine branches frey, food services supervisor.
or rope is urged to contact Molly Patrons and friends will be given a
Booth at 753-4057.
the opportunity to join the PTO a
It was pointed out that represen- during the evening.
.1
tatives from the group will also
Wells said he is exprecting a a
pickup trees for usage, should large crowd and extended an if111
anyone be planning to cut a pine vitation to all interested persons• rty
tree.
••••ri
•
to-attend. -

Consider for a moment what would happen if Christmas were really pressed behind a
curtain of time and nobody could see it or feel it until the reindeers were prancing
across the roof tops, the church bells were ringing and Santa was headed down the
chimney.
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High School staff and the Murray
High Parent Teacher Organization, the open house will be held in
lieu of the back to school night
held in years past. Teachers will
be available for consulation with

Seems like one holiday pushes in on another.. upset the way Jolly Old St. Nicholas
moves in on us? Christmas carols become interspersed with Alma Mater and football
scores?

SALE
PRICE

INCH
PERFORMANCE

(Continued From Page 1)

(Continued From Page 1)
Riley pointed out. "I've never
seen anybody teach like he does
and not get frustrated."
The industrial arts teachers
modified their curriculum last
year to allow students more exploration within each area.
Special accommodations have
also been developed for learning
disabled students.
Currently Arnett has gotten tentative approval to explore the
possibility of using a solar-heated
lumber dryer. He built a small
model this summer,and using one
at school could save on lumber
costs considerably, he said. Green
lumber is one-fourth to one-tenth
the cost of dried lumber, according to Arnett.
In addition to his duties at the
high school, Arnett teaches an
MSU evening class in drafting. He
Is also a lay preacher at Bell City
Church of Christ (he will be starting at Friendship Congregation
next year) and teaches a Bible
studies class at University Church
of Christ.
Harald and his wife Ronne have
four boys, Michael, Samuel,
Danieland Benjamin.

Every so often you hear the mild complaint, that the stores start promoting Christmas
buying too early.

P20575R14
P225751115
P23575815
P215751114
WI
P20575R15
63"
P19575R14
Plus '2.04 to '3.01 FET
No trade needed.

ALL SEASON
SERVICE

Open house...

Arnett...

A season as big, as deep,as rich, as generous,as fulfilling as Christmas,
takes a lot of time.
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New orders for 198243 Murray
while MSU Jacek and staff may cardinal° Wilder,thin ere Pisati
State University Racer basketball purchase seams tickets for $37.5S of pram reserve mast Iodations
season tic1rAts are now being ac- apiece.
AM available tar sale to the
cepted and filled on a first come,
All chair seat sumo tickets general public.
first served basin according to-an have been sold with the exception
The Racers follow Friday's
anneedeillieent Monday by KW deli Wails eseht.rhair seats sell game with home appearances
athletic promedons director Jim- for sos apiece and also require a Nov. 27 against Weat Vtginia
my!Rider.
tax deductible donation of $75 to Tech, Nov. 29 naiad Bradley,
Wilder said all renewal orders the MSU Racer Club.
Dec. 2 against Southern Illinoiswere Ord and mailed last week,
Thre last Friday, Wilder said Carbondale and Dec. 4 against
and any new orders would be filled fans had purchased a record total bicNeese State. Bradley is the
and mailed this week if time of 1,238 season tickets for 11112-13. defending Missouri Valley Conallows. If season tickets cannot be Last year, fans purchased a ference champion and NIT dammailed, they will be left at the will record 1,184 season tickets. Accall window at the north end of
Racer Arena and may be picked
up there Friday night prior to the
Racers' season opener against
Marathon Oil.
The Racers will play a 15-game
(Continued From Page 1)
regular season schedule in 1982-83
Columbia kicked up dust to end take it over the Pacific north of
starting with Friday's 7:30 game
Hawaii and across the California
against Marathon Oil, an AAU its postcard delivery home.
The braking rockets slowed the coast.
team comprised primarily of
Mission Control woke the
former University of Kentucky shuttle's 17,400-mile-an-hour orplayers. Reserved bleacher bital speed and started it from 184 astronauts before midnight,
season ticket seats sell for $70 miles high on a long, blazing des- California time, to the music,
apiece for adults and $37.50 apiece cent back to Earth. Columbia "Take Me Home, Country
for children in grades 1 thru 12, plunged into the thickening at- Roads." Allen asked, "Is that
mosphere on a course that was to Runway 22 in West Virginia?"

milerray
Ledger
Time
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Service personnel
sueing superiors
Can aoers, sailors, and airmen sue their
military superiors over what they .consider to be
violations of their constitutional rights?
That's the extraordinary issue the U.& Supreme
Court announced the other day that it will decide.
This case, Chappell vs. Wallace, arises from a
suit brought last year by five black enlisted men
aboard the U.S.S. Decatur, a destroyer based in San
Diego. Their suit for $10 million in monetary
damages alleged that officers had assigned the five
to undesirable duties, excluded them from training
programs, given them low performance evaluations, and punished them with unusual severity
over minor transgressions for no other reason than
racial discrimination.
To his credit, U.S. District Court Judge Leland
Nielsen threw this case out of court. But the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals rejected the "absolute immunity" doctrine barring intramilitary lawsuits
against officials and reinstated the lawsuit. The Circuit Court sent the case back to Judge Nielsen with
instructions for him to apply something called "a
balancing test" to determine if there had been
"recognized constitutional violations."
Appropriately, the government appealed this
curious and alarming new legal doctrine. Assistant
U.S. Attorney Peter Bowie, who represented the
governement, voiced a societal concern that the appellate court's decision could wreak "havoc" on the
armed forces and seriously cripple the national
defense. "If anyone doesn't want to follow an order,
he could seek (legal) review," he warned.
Clearly, should military commands be subject to
such litigation, the armed sevices would face chaos.
Federal judges would soon be running the defense
establishment.
Undoubtedly, the Supreme Court agreed to
review 9th Circuit Court decision because it is too
preposterous to let stand. Another compelling legal
reason is that, even as the 9th Circuit Court was
overturning an immunity doctrine in the military
that has prevailed since the founding of the
Republic and everywhere else throughout history,
; the 3rd Circuit Court reached just the opposite
result in a decision handed down the same day as
the 9th's ruling. The high court consistently agrees
, to review cjises when there is a conflict between
Courts of Appeals in order to obtain uniformity of
federal law throughout the land.
V The 9th Circuit Court's amazing finding that
members of the armed services can sue their
superiors is not altogether astonishing in view of the
tendency in recent years of courts to center on personal rights without regard to the detriment of
society. If !criminals, includ.ing the most vicious
murderers,' can • be released virtually without
' punishment to prey again on-society because of
legalistic technicalities, why shouldn't soldiers and
' sailors have the right to sue their leaders when they
imagine they are being wronged?
We canot think the U.S. Supreme Court will do
otherwise than overturn the 9th Circuit Court's
decision with a ringing rebuke. Still, it will be a national relief when this happens.

perspective
gorrott's galley

by el welt

This is the reunion story of a father
and 8 children, scattered 24 years ago
This truly is a Thanksgiving story.
The principal characters in it have
much for which to be thankful
It all darted alined 40 years ago in
the Somerset home of a young couple, Buzz and Ellen Wadley. Their
children - three girls and five boys
-came fast.
Domestic problems beset the family. In time, the parents separated
and subsequently were divorced. The
mother lost little time remarrying,
while the father, charged by the
mother with child desertion - a
charge he always has vehemently
denied - eventually was sentenced
to prison for two years.
Upon his release, he sought his
chilren, only to be told that all of
them were dead, killed in a train accident. Understandingly, this was a
very traumatic experience for him,
especially in the wake of his years in
prison.
What he was not told was the truth
about his children. They all were
alive, well and living in foster or
adopted homes, having been put up
for adoption soon after the father was
sent to prison. Actually, they were
living in four different Kentucky
cities - Murray, Benton, Louisville
and Somerset.
• • •
Although he continued to live in
Somerset following his release from
prison, the father became a very
quiet, saddened man, seldom talking
or associating with anyone.
In time, he and his second oldest
daughter got together, and from her

be learned has chilren were alive
_had never left &menet, nor
had she he adopted. Now Mrs Pat
(Junior) Lynn. she is 36 years aid,
and had bees raised in foster homes.
She wed her hiesliond. who drtuall a
sanfrlsoller truck for a Somerset
concrete arm,have no children.
Ass young girl,is had bees Ike a
mother to her Yollitgar brothers and
sisters until the family was
separated. Through the years, she
"worried about them," wondered
where they were and how they were
doing.
•

•

•

The two oldest boys, George and
Charles, came to Murray to live, the
adopted sons of Porter and Opal
Holland. George was 12 at the time.
Charles was 19.
Porter, now retired, was working
at the Tappan stove plant at the time.
He and Opal, having no chilren 01
their own, had made application with
the Kentucky Children's Home in
Louisville for two adopted children,
and with the help of Mrs. Sylvia
Adkins, a social worker in Murray,
were permitted to adopt George and
Charles.
This was in 1958, and when told that
the home had experienced some
disciplinary problems with George,
Porter, who stands some frs" and
weighs about 235 pounds, unwed the
Children's Home people that he was
confident that he could handle the
situation.
And he did - with Opal's gentle

help The boys have grown into
young men. pang to school in Murray. marrying and settling down as
spetanding. meadoghil canons
George. now 311. transports freight
overland betwoes Marray and
Nashville for Sualerd Airlines after
bden with Tappan for 13 years Siam
ISM, he has been married to the
former Gracie Garrison, who grew
up in the Cherry Corner area al
Calloway County and who presently
Is a secretary at First Baptist Church
In Murray
George and Grade live on Route 7,
juit oef the Lynn Grove highway, and
have two boys. Junior. It. and Jeff.
14, both students in Calloway County
School
Charles, now 34. spent two years in
military service before returning to
Murray, where he. too, worked at the
Tappan plant until it closed a few
years ago.
Now an automobile mechanic, he is
married to the former Janice
Johnson of Murray, and he has one
daughter. Tammy, 11, a student at
Calloway County Middle School.
Doris. the oldest of the lot lives in
Owensboro She has three children
• • •
Larry and Matthew, the next two
oldest boys were adopted by a benton
couple, Dink and Geneva York.
Larry was eight years old at the
time, and Matthew was six. Today,
they are 31 and 30, both married and
fathers themselves.
Larry wee with the Kentucky
Highway Deportment for some time

"I was hoping we'd get a Nobel Prize for discovering the growth
hormone... not all these calls from college basketball recruiters.
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Mule teenagers growing up in the
Holland home in Murray as George
sad Charles Hones& the two eider
boys learned that two al their
brothers. Larry and Matthew. were
living In Balsa
The wenn al the Bowdon boys.
however. were reauctant to let their
sane assents with the two
y.
Thiap remained pretty much that
way Neil all tow were married and
had bonus cif their own They then
sought each other out, and since have
maintained and enjoyed close,
brotherly relationships
In Thureley's miens, we'll tell
you bow the retention Ssternanataan
of Pat, the second oldest sister, and
her great faith In the power of prayer
finally palled the scattered family
numbers together agate, and how
*sporty they are looking forward to
spending some of the approsching
holiday seasons together along with
their father

=

looking back

Loans defaulting
Ordinary folks pay litle attention to, much less
understand, what goes on in the corridors of high
finance. But the dismal performance over the last
10 years of Western bankers who have lent tens of
billions of dollars to poor countries, some of whom
now are on the verge of default, has produced at last
a response couched in terms the average person
understands. The latest Wall Street witticism goes
like this: The good news is that Chase Manhattan is
to merge with the Polish National Bank. The bad
news is that Chase is going to run it.

Were adlerims a WS boort sad in
yaw inelied. Ills wile. thy tenser
Deigns Neil. is a heasennee and
hunseinlier. sad they have two
yiwiag daughters Sheas sad
Stephanie. both in Us Bowies
eiensuann,erased
Matthew is with the Bente. welter
departmest. He is 'awned to the
fernier Barbara Serie of Benton
They. too, have two claighlwa
Crystal and Gina. •',twister y
etadeats1 Fairdealing

NEW YORK (AP)- At their wits
end because of recession and the
"tyranny of the northeast curve,"
business today often turns to the independent think tank for help in
growing - through innovation, better marketing or acquisitions.
The northeast curve, as management planners explain, is the direction of projected saley or market
share, and generally encompasses a
good deal if not an excess of enthusiasm. In reality, the sales line
often sags to the east. "Close the
gap," said R. Donald Gamache."We
hear it all the time."
Gamache is president of Innotech
Corp. In size, it isn't up there with Arthur D. Little, Stanford Research Institute, or Boor, Allen & Hamilton.
But, like several other smaller think
tanks it seeks some of the same
goals.
Generally speaking, that goal is to
push the curve oounterclockwise,
and each think tank does it in its own
special way, Innotech with a 4,000member brain bank which, says
Gamache, seeks by design what
Edison did naturally.
When faced with a challenge many
corporations feel they must go outside for new ideas. Otherwise, says
Gamache,they find themselves looking hi the same old directions and
covering badly worn ground.
Says Ircing Calish,chairman of the
Trumbull, Conn., company: "Our
business is the commercialization of
an ides." Calish stresses "focus" as
opposed to "random" and
"discipline" rather than "chance."
Innotech, he says, seeks "targeted
innovation," the planned invention
rather than chance discovery

by Pim cunniff
When a client presents a challenge,
Innotech seeks information. After
discussions between Innotech and the
client, Innotech seeks out those in its
brapn bank who may possess the information neeeded.
The erain bank took years to build
from searching through literature,
Interviewing, developing contacts
with universities, and discussions
with trade editors who are exposed to
vast numbers of people and ideas.
The company seeks those who have
been involved with or exposed to
change - political, social economic.
Upheavals produce needs; needs produce ideas, the company believes.
From the brain bank is picked a

team of knowledgeable people who
are sent a briefing document and
then paid an honorarium of $150 and
expenses for vending a day crossfertilizing ideas hi the creative session rooms at headquarters.
For its efforts, which often involve
about six months, it receives a monthly fee of $11,800 plus expenses, and
a "success contingency," shared
with the staff, that depends on how
well a new product sells. All patents
belong to the client. In acquisitions, it
takes a finder's fee.
Other think tanks deliver similar
results, but in different ways, says
Calish. But we, he contends,"are the
largest commercial practitioners of
creative sessions."

Thoughts in season
"The more things change," goes an
old French expression,-the more the
remain the same." Before condemning such a thing as false, try and
guess when the following words,
critical of college students, were
written:
Almost no atideats value activity as Mims— There is not
much wiling's= to take risks
(not even is basineas), no setting of dangerous goals, no real
conception el menet identity
except one ninniertsred M the
Image of others, no reed erne
for personal fulfillment eteept
to be almost as sueasedul as
the very successful people. Attention is being paid to social
status...much. too, is paid to
academic data.... Bet
neglected generally is real intellectual status, the personal

cultivation of the mind.
Although this sounds as if it might
have been written by a disgruntled
Intellectual (maybe a college professor) just the other day, it comes
from the 1962 Port Huron Statement
drawn up by the new land not very
radical) Students for a Democratic
Society.
Most of the Port Huron Statement
was drafted by Mr. Jane Fonda. Tom
Hayden.
To order a copy of all Thoughts ie
Season published over the past three
years - in paperback - call AIWA
Graves at 759-4901 or Susan Hart at
753-3474.
Proceeds from the sale of this book
will support the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care Canter
and Murray-Calloway County
Needline Assoclalion

Ten years ago
Robert Williams, anesthetist at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
and MU lierong. pastor.lleversth-Day
Advestist Cheri*, will conduct a
local program at Ellis Community
Center to aid smokers to kick the
habit starting Nov. X.
Deaths reported include Thorns,
Euclid Lyles, 1111
Wade Smith and Robert Kondratko, first grade students at
Robertson Elementary School, are
pictured as they work an posters for•
contest, sponsored by Home Department of Murray Woman's Club, as
part of current Hometown Cleanup
CamPailn.
Cindy Fuqua, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben D. Fuqua,Farmington,and
Bob Dim, son el Mr. and Mrs
Herbert Dunn. Murray, were married at Bunions Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Terry Goodwin is director of the
Calloway County High School Band.
Bobby Joe Sims is president of Band
Boosters Club.
Basketball Coach Cal Luther of
Murray State University spoke at a
meeting of the Murray Lions Club
Twisty yews ago
Army First U. Larry D Hosford,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Kirby Hosford,
has completed eight weeks officers
orientation course at Fort Knox
The first service in the newly COMpleted building of Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
will be on Nov. IS with the Rev.
Richard Denton as speaker.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr and
Mrs. Bernard Steen, a boy to Mr and
Mrs. William Marr, a boy to Mr and
Mrs. Marks Combs, a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Albert Uttle and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jots Resig.
SW Ladd, U. Hendon and Hugh
Mammy are pictured with deer killed
on the last day of deer hunting
season.
Large heavy Cannon towels are
listed as selling for MP cents each in
the ad for Belk-Settle Co.
Thirty years ago
George Hart has been appointed to
Jurisprudence committee of Kentucky Bankers Aasoctation.
J.W. Williams is presided of
Calloway County 4-H Club Executive
Council which met at National Hotel.
Other members include H. Glenn
Doran,Sherwood Potts, W.T. Downs,
S.V. Foy and W.R. Hourigan.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Henry, Nov. 7, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Charles
Cove. Nov. 6, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Tack, Nov. I, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Heron Parker, Nov. 0.
Dr. and Mrs. J.A. Outland attended
a series of health meetings in
Louisville the past week
Mrs. Nettie Weatherly observed
her Nth birthday mi Nev. 14 at her
home an North Fourth Street.
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Snyder-Wilson vows said in church ceremony

Trimming a 'beer belly'
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

Miss Sharon Lynn
Snyder, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. 0. Charles
Snyder, was married to
Kim Mason Wilson,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne B

DEAR DR LAMB — My around his trunk. And be Emil von Behrtng who crehusband and I are concerned needs to do the right exercis- ated an antitoxin for
about his "beer belly " He es Walking, jogging and diphtheria, he Used a techdoesn't drink beer or any even running will not nique developed by Ehrlich
The ceremony was
alcohol except an occasional strengthen the abdominal using the blood of live horsglass of wine. He is not fat in muscles. Neither will situps es. The combined efforts solemnized on Friday,
any other part of his body.
with your knees straight.
brought forth an antitoxin to Nov. 5, at 6 p.m. at the
We are middle-aged and
I'm sending you The treat diphtheria. Diphtheria Seventh and Poplar
aware of possible heart Health Letter 17-12,
Winning has its effects by releasing a Church of Christ. John
problems from being the Battle
of the Bulge, toxin. It was an important Dale, minister of the
overweight. We eat a well- which outlines
the right advance in medicine
church, performed the
balanced diet and exercise exercises for him.
Others
And Ehrlich did indeed double ring ceremony.
regularly.
can send 75 cents with a develop a treatment for
Miss Lisa Shoemaker,
My daughter said that she long, stamped, sellsyphilis called 606 That was cousin of the groom,
read that this particular addressed envelope
kept
for it to because it was the 606th
form of excess weight can me, in care of this
newspa- compound he had tested. It the register.
be the result of having a per, P.O. Box
Lisa Daily, Tammy
1551, Radic is an arsenical also referred
vasectomy and that there City Station,
New York, NY to as arsphenamine. It was Darnell and Marsha
really is no treatment, diet
pretty good for its day but it Tidwell presented a proor exercise that makes any 10019.
gram of music.
difference. He had a vasecDEAR DR. LAMB — was not as effective as peniThe weddng was
tomy 12 years ago. Is that Recently I saw an old movie cillin. Time has almost taktrue and, if so, what kind of about Dr Paul Ehrlich who en care of the problem, but directed by Mrs. Carolyn
doctor would be best to discovered the cure for individuals who got the old Farrell, sister of the
consult? My husband is in diphtheria. He also discov- 606 treatment were re-treat- groom,
ered a cure for syphilis ed by penicillin. Arsphenagood health otherwise.
Bride's Dress
DEAR READER — Your called 606. What is it and mine did have side effects, The bride, escorted by
daughter must have mixed why is penicillin used now too. So it has disappeared her father and given in
because there is something
up something she read. instead of it?
both safer and more effec- marriage by her parents,
There has been some conDEAR READER — It was tive.
wore a traditional bridal
cern that men with vasectomies may be more likely to
have fatty-cholesterol deposits with its complications,
Mitchell, Gusts Conner
including heart attacks. But The Wadesboro LaCenter.
Other members pre- and Debbie Burchett.
that has not been established Homemakers Club will
and may not be important in meet Thursday, Nov. 18, sent were Pawnee Children present were
men who have low risk fac- at 1 p.m. in the home of Bedwell, Dixie Palmer, Timothy Palmer and
tors such as a low cholester- Debbie Burchett. All Laverne Hardie, Gladys Joshua Burchett.
ol and low normal blood members and interested
pressure. A vasectomy has persons are invited, a
nothing to do with abdomi- spokesman said.
nal enlargement.
Census for Murray- Lone Oak, Paris, Tenn.;
Paula Palmer opened Calloway
That large abdomen is
County Shelley Outland, Rt. 2;
from consuming more calo- her home for the October Hospital for Tuesday, Ailene
Z. Oliver, Box 151,
meeting
club.
the
She
of
ries than your husband uses.
Nov. 9, was 171 adults and Hazel; Michael R.
And men tend to deposit fat discussed a pamphlet,
six in nursery.
Sanders, Rt. 1; Sandra
in the abdomen whereas "Tips For Better ShoppNewborn admissions McConnell, Rt. 3;
women tend to deposit fat ing," and also about
Annie Allison, Rt. 1,
over the buttocks and thighs. "Four-H and were Shaun Darnell and
baby girl, 201 North 13th Springville, Tenn.; David
But as you know, there are Homemakers."
quite a few women with the
St.; Luanne Janney and Andrews, 806 N. Madison
"Stress Management" baby girl,
"girth control" problem, too.
Rt. 6; Brenda Ave., Goldsboro, N.C.;
I am glad you are exercis- was the lesson presented Derrington and baby girl, Bessie
Sills, 307 South
ing and watching your diet by Ruby Burchett.
Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.
Fifth St.; Carrie P. Huie,
but your husband will have
The hostess also gave
Dismissals were as 1409 Poplar St.; Mary E.
to cut back on calories and instructions
on making follows:
McCuiston, New Conincrease his physical activiRachel Tyler and baby cord;
ty to correct his large miniature dolls. Betty
tummy. And he should for Palmer showed how to boy, Rt. 1, Almo; Betty
Mignon Outland, 416
the reasons you mentioned. make padded picture Hall, Rt. 2, Mayfield; South Eighth St.; Johnnie
He will not really slim frames.
Lori A. Vancleave, 601 Walker, 1602 Sunset;
down without getting rid of
Five members attend- Wells, Fulton; Sarah Oma Mae Jackson, Rt. 5;
the fat that is inside his
ed the Purchase Area Henson, Rt. 3, Benton;
Ella Boehm, Rt. 2, Sprabdominal cavity as well as

Wadesboro Homemakers to meet Thursday

Hospital dismissals released

gown of sheer polyester

with nylon lace sleeves
and trim over taffeta. It
was trimmed with
simulated pearsl and lace
appliques. The skirt
formed a chapel length
train.
Her fingertip length
veil had nylon netting
trimmed in lace matching her gown.
She carried a bridal
bouquet of mauve roses
and wine rosebuds, white
daisies and baby's breath
backed with lace and
satin streamers.
Mrs. Pattie Walker was
the matron of honor. She
wore a misty mauve
gown of lustrous
polyester knit accented
with lace.
The bridesmaids were
Mrs. Susan Adams, sister
of the bride, and Ms.
Maureen Campbell.
Stacy Taylor was junior
bridesmaid. They wore
wine gowns identical to
the matron of honor.
Miss Stacey Farrell
and Miss Angela Elkins,
both nieces of the groom,
were flower girls. They
wore matching wine
gowns of polyester organza over taffeta.
The attendants all carried flowers of wine and
mauve rosebuds, white

daisies and baby's breath
with wine and mauve
streamers.
Tony Herndon served
as best man. Groomsmen
were Kevin Wright and

Joe Mark Ails. Kyle Farrell, nephew of the
groom, was junior
groomsman.
Ushers were Terry
Adams, brother-in-law of
the bride, and Randy
Elkins, brother-in-law of
the groom.
The groom wore a blac
tuxedo with tails. The
other men in the wedding
prty wore grey tuxedoes
with tails.
Homemakers meeting at
Tonya L. Wallace, 1603. ingville, Tenn.;
Their boutonnieres
Markham Drowns, 1600 were of wine and mauve
Belmont.
rosebuds.
Reception
s, A reception followed
the ceremony in the
rv7 Cestrsi Shopping
multi-purpose room of
Center
Miry
441
N.
NEED
WOMAN
4'4
the church.
Men. Tees.1-6
'
4 1144. Titers. & Fri. 1-1
Serving at the recep4.1,1
,
•
Sae 1-5
tion
were Mrs. Carolyn
I f•
1-1-0• I ill'
14 Sale Gitail Theo*
#
Farrell, Mrs. Rita Elkins
Set. Nes. 20
and Miss Lisa
Shoemaker.
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EVERY YARD IN OUR STORE ON SALE

FINE WOOLENS
REG. PRICES

HUGE
SELECTION
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$10.99
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STEVENS
ANGLO
BURLINGTON
BROOKS
MILLIKEN
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HOCKANUM
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PLAIDS, HEATHERS,
CHECKS, and SOLIDS
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After the reception the
couple left for a weekend
trip to Sikeston, Mo. They
now reside on Highway
121, south of Murray.
Rehearsal dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne

Wilson and Mrs.
Elizabeth Oliver, aunts of
the groom,as hostesses.
Tea at Community
Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank with Miss
Rhonda Garland, Mrs.
Pattie
Walker and Mrs.
Wilson, parents of the
groom, were hosts for the Terry Adams as
rehearsal dinner at the
Golden Corral
Steakhouse.
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he's fighting
for his life.
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Dr. John Mikulcik
people who eat plants
grown on iodine deficient
soil tend to develop
goiter, which is an
enlargement of the
thyroid gland. Today,
goiter is rare because of
the wide spread useage of
iodized salt in the diet,"
Mikulcik said.
He went on to illustrate
that an excess of a
mineral from the soil that
is accumulated by plants
can cause human and
animal health problems
as well as deficiencies
can. One example is

,-Knees,
Pre.4C
\
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With Garlic Bread
Salad 59' Extra
Free Refills On DrirAs
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Settle- Workman's Pre-Thanksgiving Sale
Electric Blankets
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All Men's
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Dual Control
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Select Group Men s Dress
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Lay-Away Now For Christmas

Dresses
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Men's Western Style Flannel
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SO Poly SO Cotton
SM XL
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Best-selling records of
the week of Nov. 14 based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey were
as follows:
1. "Up Where We
Belong," Cocker &
Warnes
2. "Heart Attack,"
Olivia Newton-John
3. "Who Can It Be

Now?" Men at Work
4. "Truly," Lionel
Richie
5. "Jack & Diane,"
John Cougar
6. ”I Keep Forgettint,"
Michael McDonald
7. "Somebody's Baby,"
Jackson Browne

Prices Good Thru Sot. 20th

Gowns

20%

2T I 1

20

°
/0 Off

All Boys 8, Girls Winter

20%

Off

All Ladies

Jeans

Dresses
A Grwls
i)e

Jackets

20'3/0 0,

Off

Entire Stock Men s Cord El Denim

2000

selenium which when in
excess can cause a
poisoning effect that can
lead to loss of hair and
several similar defects,
although small amounts
are necessary for proper
functioning of the
muscles.
Another example he
listed is the element
cobalt which plants do not
need but which is an important part of Vitamin
B12 which is necessary
for normal growth of all
animals including man.
Dr. Mikulcik concluded
by saying that "the soil
can help to determine
some aspects of human
health as our food contains elements which
come from the soil it is
grown in. Thus the better
the soil, the more
healthful food plants
grown in it will be."

All ladies
Sizes Short, Reg, tong

Twin Si:,'

Full Size Single Control

Wayne Wilson.

Records listed

Kelij

Vitre
.

hostesses.
Shower gin by
women of the Seventh
and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Grocery shower given
by Mrs. Arbus Freeman
at the home of Mrs.

John Mikulcik speaks

NAM
„

J. P.
YD

Mr. and Mrs. Kim Mason Wilson

Bridal events
Bridal events given in
"The soil has a decided
honor of the bride include
effect
on human health,"
following:
the
Miscellaneous shower stated Dr. John Mikulcik
at Community Room of of Murray State UniversiNorth Branch of Peoples ty's Agriculture DepartBank with Mrs. Martha ment to the Murray
Shoemaker, Mrs. Morris Kiwanis Club at a recent
Wilson, Mrs. George meeting. He illustrated
Wilson, Mrs. Garvin this effect by citing examples.
"Historically, goiter
has affected people of
'Bentley's Invites You
many inland areas whre
To Try Our
the soil is traditionally
deficient in iodine. Iodine
Jumbo Country
is not necessary for
Horn Biscuits
healthy plant growth but

1"
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run.
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Coming community events
%Way.
IS
Wednewity.Km.rt
Coldwater Baptist
Chili supper wad siert
Church Women we helm Nola will be at Westin&
• foreign miesion Mak ISOM Chun*
▪
at 7 p.m. Oneslis
Bode Prit Grove
will be members of Herthin& Baptist Church Ilemismkors Club will
outat I:311 p.m at haste
Wnerion
el leasgene Paschall
Retirees of Local IMO
SIDS -7- iGn death
UAW-CIO-AFL will hove
a potluck supper at 5 311 syndr•cne i Support
pm at First Chrtitian Group will meet at 7:31
pm. at Calloway Omer
Church
Health Depstmoet Hob
Murray Duplicate change al date
Bridge Club will meet at 7
Murray -Calloway
p.m. in Gleason Balk St
Leo's Catholic Church. County Hospital AuxFor information call 4110- iliary will most at 10 a.m.
on third Boer of hospital.
1244 or 7534145.
KAM — Men& Elise, lett president of Calloway Nemo
Amchitka for Retarded Minna, presents a chock for PAM to M6001
Nagiewoetby and Darrell Watkins, Andante at Adult Mentally Handicapped Class
legated at Comprehensive Care Center, 7114 Main St. The money will be used to
lielp continue operation of the adult program.

datebook
Art Guild will meet
Murray Art Guild will meet at 1:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 18, at the guild, 103 North Sixth St. Dr.
Jerry Speight, instructor in the art department,
Murray State University, will present a slide
presentation of "How An Artist Develops A Paint:mg.',
This meeting is open to all the public, according
to Larrie Clark, guild president.

SIDS meeting Wednesday
SIDS (sudden death syndrome) Support Group
will meet Wednesday, Nov. 17, at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center. This is a change in
date because of the Thanksgiving holiday. This is
for any parent who has lost a child or young adult
through sudden death, accident or natural death.
The group is composed of parents who have lost
children and want to share their feelings with other
parents in the same group, according to Lillian
Robertson, licensed practical nurse with the
department. For information call the center at 7533381.

Christman
speaker
CCARC
Rick Christman,
regional director for
mental retardation and
developmental disabled
services, was guest
speaker for the October
meeting of the Calloway
County Associaton for
Retarded Citizens.
Christman spoke on
guardianship for Kentucky citizens with

International Reeding
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m. at Aseactatioo will meet at 4
home of David Cunn- p.m. in Special Education
ingharn, Utterback Road Building, Murray State
University
Murray TOPS i take off
pounds sensibly Club
Lathes day luncheon
will meet at 7 p.m at will be served at noon at
Health Center, North Oaks Country Club.
Seventh and Olive
Streets
Story hours will be at
10:30
a.m. and 3.30 p.m.
Singles Class of
Seventh and Poplar at Calloway Public
Church of Christ will Library.
meet at 7 p.m. at church
J.N Williams Chapter
building. This is open to of United Daughters of
all interested persons.
Confederacy wll meet at
10 a.m. with Mrs. W.Z.
Alcoholics Anonymous Carter and Mrs. Hess
will meet at 8 p.m. in Crossland
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Hazel and Douglas
Center.
Centers will be open Ii ..in
Murray Assembly No. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac19 Order of the Rainbow tivities by Senior
for Girls will meet at 7 Citizens.
p.m. at lodge hall.
Thursday, Nov. 11
Home Department of
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
Murray Woman's Club
will have a breakfast at
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
9:30 a.m. at the club
club house.
house
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Chili supper and work
night will be at 5:30 p.m.
at Westside Baptist
Church.

Breakfast Thursday
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will
have a breakfast at 9:30 a.m. Thursday, Nov. 18, at
the club house. Bobby Bryan of Murray State
University will present a musical program, and
Mrs. Anna Stahler will have the devotion. Hostesses
will be Jimmie Carmichael, Juanita Lee, Mary
Gertzen, Edna Holland and Bea Smith.
The department expressed appreciation to all
who helped and supported the benefit yard sale conducted by the club on Nov.6 and 13.

Supper at WOW tonight
Rangers and Rangerettes, ages 8 to 15, will have a
hot dog and chili supper from 6 to 7:30 p.m. tonight
(Tuesday) at Woodmen of the World Hall. A puppet
show will be presented by Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers. Each member may bring a guest, according to a spokesman for Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,sponsor of the event.

Book study Wednesday
Martha Parker will lead the study of the foreign
mission book, Bangkok: An Urban Arena, to be
presented Wednesday, Nov. 17, at 6:30 p.m. in
auditorium of First Baptist Church. This is to
precede the Week of Prayer for Foreign Missions to
be the first week of December. The public is invited
to attend.

Club plans birthday dinner
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club
will have its 55th birthday buffet dinner at Seven
Seas Restaurant on Thursday, Nov. 18, at 6:30 p.m.
Dr. Janice Russell, assistant professor of nursing
at Murray State University, will be guest speaker.
Entertainment will be by Molly Ross,folk singer.

PWP will meet Friday
Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will have a general meeting at 8
p.m. on Friday, Nov. 19, at American Legion,
Legion Drive, Paducah. European slides will be by
shown by Paul Folmer.
All single parents are invited. For information
call 1444-6251 or 1-224-2874.

Rochoel Marie Hobbs born
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen L. Hobbs, 704 Olive St., are
the parents of a daughter, Rachael Marie, weighing
six pounds six ounces, measuring 19 inches, born
Wednesday, Nov. 10, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have another daughter, Kimberley,
9,and two sons, Adam,3, and Stephen, Jr., 2.
The mother is the former Tommie Barkhurst.
The father is owner of Hobbs Building
Maintenance. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Hobbs, Rt. 1, Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Davis, Fort Myers,Fla.

Shouna Brytani Domell born
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Darnell, 201 North 13th St.,
are the parents of a daughter. Shaurui Brytani,
weighing six pounds eight ounces, measuring 204
inches, born Tuesday, Nov. 9, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Shaun
Baker and the father is employed at D & W Auto
Supply.
Grandparents are Jim and Jan Baker, 1300 Olive
Blvd., and Raymond and Glenda Darnell, Rt. 3.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Langston and Toy Hughes, all of Murray, and Mrs.
Nellie Baker of Georgetown. A great-greatgrandfather is Grover Charlton of Hazel.

Derek Lynn Stalls born
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Lynn Stalls, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Derek Lynn, weighing seven
pounds 12 ounces, measuring 2142 inches, born Friday, Nov. 12, at 7:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
. .
County Hospital.
The mother is the former Tracy Hatcher. Grandparents are Walter and Lucy Stalls, Ahno, Joanne
Hatcher, Murray, and Hank and Edith Hatcher,
Murray.

Rick Christman
developmrntal
disabilities. He stressed
the importance for a person who is unable to take
care of his or her own personal and financial affairs to have a guardian
or some other alternative
provided by the family.
He said the 1982
General Assembly passed a new law effective July 1, 1982, that made major changes in Kentucky's guardianship
law. Brochures were
distributed and explained.
Other business included giving a donation of
$1600 to the Adult Mentally Handicapped Class
located at the Comprehensive Care Center.
The November meeting
will be at 6 p.m. at the
comprehensive Care
Center, 704 Main St., on
Thursday, Nov. 18. This
will follow the open house
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. of
the Adult Handicapped
Class at the Center. The
public is invited to attend
the open hours.

Recital by Richard
Kennedy,tenor, will be at
8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Rangers and nangerettes,8 to 15, will have a hot
dog and chili supper from
6 to 7:30 p.m. at
Woodmen of World Hall.
Each member may bring
a guest.
Wednesday, Nov. 17
Art exhibition by Connie M. Henson, Benton,
will open today at Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Senior exhibition of artworks by Elaine Lee,
Clarksville, Tenn., will
open at University Center
Gallery, Lower Level,
University Center, Murray State University.
First United Methodist
Men will have a potluck
dinner with ladies as
guests at 6:30 p.m. at
church.
Foreign mission book
study will be at 6:30 p.m.
at First Baptist Church.

Women of the Moose
Samuel Langhorne
Clemens, who wrote will serve dinner between
under the name of Mark 6 and 7 p.m. at Moose
Lodge.
Twain, was born in 1835.

Bpst-sellIng country-western
records released by magazine
Best-selling countryWestern records of the
week of Nov. 14 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were as
follows:
1. "You're So Good
When You're Bad,"
Charley Pride
2. "Heartbroke," Ricky
Skaggs
3. "War Is Hell," T.G.
Sheppard
4. "Break It To Me
Gently," Juice Newton

5. "Close Enough to
Perfect," Alabama
6. "Ever, Never Levin'
You," Ed Bruce
7. "We Did But Now
You Don't," Conway
Twitty
8. "Love's Gonna Fall
Here Tonight," Razzy
Bailey
9. "Step Back," Ronnie
McDowell
10. "Operator, Long
Distance Please," Barbare Mancirell

THE MOVIE STORE
— Videocassette Rentals —
324-C Tyson Ave., Pons, TN

901 644 1003
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Murray Wallin at the
Twin Lakes Antique
Moose will mst at I p.m.
with alarms meeting at 7 Cw Chab w111 meet al 7
p.m
at Gateway
p.m at lodge hall
Dretteiretlie
Fall concert by Murray
Temple Hill Clinpler
State University Choir,
Chorus and Braes Choir is No 511 Order at the
scheduled at 11 p.m. at Eastern Star will meet at
Recital Hall Annex, Fine 7 30 pm at lodge hall
Arts Center,ILSU
Mothers Morning Out
Head Woman's Club is will be at $ M am at
adoseded to meet at 7 Good Shepherd United
p.m. at Hazel Community )4,thixhilL—Chonh
Center
Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 pm at Fir*
Murray Civitan Club thrtatian Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big
Senior citizens •cJoe's Restaurant.
Uvities will be from 10
Murray Art Guild will a.m to 1 p.m at Hazel
meet at 1:30 p.m. at and Dingilles Centers and
from HI am. to 3 p in at
guild.
Ellis COBOL_

Bobbles
From Bobbie
"NOW TO 0111 MR
Y0N1 NNE CRYSTAL"

Bofors washing any fine glassware. expeciany in
the dishwasher, always check Out the core of
Golden Age Club will
meet at 11:30 a.m. in
your crystal from the menufacturei wide if the
social hall of First United
coenpany will not stand behind the product when
Methodist Churc.
used in the dishwasher-don't do it! If, however.
they do state that it is safe-here are some hints
Open house by Adult
that will keep your crystal as beautiful as If Is toHandicapped Class at
day.
Comprehensive Care '
load rocks carefully and don't overcrowd If the
Center, 704 Main St., will
pieces hove hod ice in them, let each piece return
be from 10 a.m. loft p.m.
to room temperature before loading. Extreme
temperature should be between 1406 and I 50' i
Calloway County
It is extremely important to use the recommended
Association of Retarded
detergent in the correct amount for the Spree of
Citizens will meet at 8
hardness/ softness of water Never open the
p.m. at Comprehensive
washer before it has returned to off and cooled to
Care Center,704 Main St.
room temperature.
When washing anything with gold or silver
Open house will be at 7
p.m. at Murray High
bonds-remember that heat from the water will
School.
soften the bands, so let them air dry compietly
'before touching.
Wadesboro
For hand washing crystal-there are some special
Homemakers Club will
rules to follow too. Use tnaderatly hot water and
meet at 1 p.m. in the
mild detergent, a few drops of Wong M the water
home of Debbie Burchett.
will odd luster to the glass
A soft brush for washing pressed or cut glass to
Murray Business and
get down to the deed) grooves. Draining crystal on
Professional Women's
rubber coated rocks or towels is ideal arid the
Club will meet at 6:30
quicker a gloss is dried, the less chance there is of
p.m. at Seven Seas
water spotting.
Restaurant.
Do not try to pry apart tumblers that have stuck
together. Breakage can be avoided by simply putAutograph party for
ting cold water in the inner glass and holding the
Ken Wolf and his book,
outer one in worm water.
Thoughts In Season, will
be at 4 p.m. at Calloway
Most people fear usage of fine crystal in
County Library.
dishwashers and there fore always wash by hand
However, if you follow the directions stated by the
Mothers Day Out will
manufacturer, you should have long lasting beauty
be at 9 a.m. at First Bapin your crystal.
tist Church.
If you have any questions you would like to ask.
please give vs a coil or send a note.. we appreciate
Murray Chapter No. 50
hearing from you!
of Disabled American
Veterans and Auxiliary
"11 yes have commessis er
121 iv poss
will meet at 7 p.m. at
wiestiees, we world sto•
American Legion Hall.
prodoeo Sim*fres yes."
753-4541
Note the change because
of Thanksgiving holiday.
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The Showcase

FOR
ONE
WEEK
ONLY
Pre-ThanksgivingSale
•Shoes
Suits & Dresses
30
Socks
•
113T.1/20«
Skirts
•Hose
Petites
113 ow •Boots
*Belts
Knits & Blazers-•Leg
Blouses
113 ofi Warmers
All Fall

T.60% Off

All Fall Corduroy-Cotton Bleeds-Wools

All

Wool

One Group

Wool

Worm-Ups
For all your Travel Reser vations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
representing
American and International Trovelfime

goemssosesnesmemsemesseememeammeismemll

113

Off

b4Villht'S

Ono Group

60% off
Sportswear
,
MADEMOISELLE ".4`4,07:::'
SHOP

Cask or Check

Ct. Sq.

73.7-3U2

SHOEVILLAGEDowntown
Court Square
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Biologist known worldwide to speak at MSU Wednesday
A biologist known
worldwide for his work in
transferring genes
among mammalian
species will describe his
latest experiments in a
lecture at Murray State
University on Wednesday
evening, Nov. 17.
Dr. Thomas E. Wagner
of Ohio University will
speak on "Gene Transfer
in Laboratory and
Livestock Animals" in
the program to begin at

7.30 p.m. in the
auditorium of Mason Hall
( Nursing Building).
His lecture, designed
for general audiences u
well as for scientists, is
open to the public at no
admission charge.
He will detail the
results of experiments
with gene transfer in
mice and explain how
gene transfer can be used
by the agriculture industry to improve

livestock sped
talks to such diverse
Since achieving the groups as the 31at annual
history-making first in Livestock Breeder's
genetic engineering in Roundtable in St. Louis
1981, Wagner has and the second annual
presented experimental Congress on Recombiresults to some 75 general nant DNA Research in
and scientific audiences Los Angeles.
around the globe.
Wagner and his colThis year he has served leagues conducted the
as a Visiting Fellow at the first successful transfer
Animal Research Center of a gene from one animal
at Cambridge University *metes to another in England and presented from rabbits to mice and

then to their offspring.
Their achievement is expected to speed the
already-swift progress in
genetic engineering in
transferring some traits
of one creature to
another.
Their work may also
lead to medical implications for humans at
sometime in the future.
Sponsors of the lecture
at Murray State are the
College of Environmental

Sciences, the K.entnekr
Lake Section of the
American Chemical
Society and Sigma Xi,
The International
Research Society.
Anyone with questions
about the Wagner lecture
may contact Dr. Vaughn
Vandegrift, Chairman,
Department of
Chemistry, Murray State
University, telephone
(502)782-2517.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital census released

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday,
Nov. 10, was 162 adults
and eight in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Mary Hobbs and
baby girl, Box 763;
Christi Price and baby
boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield; Anna Beane and baby boy,
E6 Murray Manor.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Maranda Pirtle, 619
Hill, Fulton; Hazel Mitchell, Rt. 4, Benton; John
L. Tucker, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Virginia A. Tessllng, Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Melinda L. Sullins, Rt. 1,
Fulton; Shirley Swift, Rt.
6;
Phillip E. Poirier, 1620
58th Ave., St. Petersburg,
Fla.; Patsy Pittman, Rt.
4; Earl Wade Norsworthy, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Edith L. Nicholson, 208
Nance Circle, Paris,
Tenn.; Debra K. McCoy,
Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.;
Kathy M. McCallon, 1895
Westwood;
Wilma Farley, Rt. 8;
Maxine Darnell, Rt. 1,
Benton; Carolyn bray,
Rt. 6: W. Calvin Scott, Rt.

1; Mabel D. Brown, D7
Murray Manor; Jessie W.
Byars, 601 South Market,
Paris, Tenn.;
Deccere Caldwell, Rt.
7; Pearce Carven, 1639
Farmer; Methe Hortin,
1803 Lincoln; Doris King,
Rt. 1, Mansfield, Tenn.;
Noel Malcolm, New Concord; Teho Marine, Rt. 1,
Kirksey;
Carruth Perry, 405
North Second St.; Mabel
L. Prow, 606 Crivins, Providence; Claud Thorn,
Rt. 1, Almo; Myrtle
Suiter (expired) Rt. 7;
John Ritchie (expired),
Wingo.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
Nov. 11, was 159 adults
and seven in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Beverly Hart and
baby boy, Rt. 6; Jamie
Wade and baby boy, Rt.6,
Mayfield; Carolyn
Burkeen and baby girl,
Rt. 4, Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Betty Brown, Rt. 1,Springville, Tenn.; Walter
W. Hitzeman, Rt. 3,

Paris, Term.; Gary L
Draffen, Rt. 7, Benton;
Kathy L. Shupe and baby
girl, 211 Central,
Mayfield; Mary T. Hobbs
and baby girl, Box 763;
Pamela J. Smith and
baby boy, 121 Paris Rd.,
Farmington; Teressa F.
Rogers and baby girl, Rt.
7; Brenda Derrington,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Billy R. Oakley, Rt. 1,
Benton; Alan C. Melton,
318 South Fifth St.,
Mayfield;
Shirley Garrett, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tenn.; Euple
Bean, Rt. 6; Bonnie S.
Smith,801 Birch, Benton;
Al W.Johnson, 1304 Wells
Blvd.; Margaret J.
Moore, Woods Hall;
Teresa Barron, 1501
Valley Wood Dr., Paris,
Tenn.;
James Keys, 401 Carr,
Fulton; Harry Erwin,
1308 Farris; Lola Marie
Ocholik, 307 North 10th
St.; Anna Cooksey, New
Concord; Parvin Adams,
618 Ellis;
Jeddie Cathey, 1612
Main St.; Charles D.
Nichols, 600 Hill Dr.,
Fulton; J.W. Walls, 101
Chestnut St.; Sylvesta M.

Jackson, Rt. 1, Dover,
Tenn.; Jessie A. Reaves,
Rt. 1, Hazel.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday, Nov.
12, was 153 adults and
seven in nursery.
A newborn admission is
Tracy Stalls and baby
boy, No. 139 Riviera Cts.
Dismissals are as
follows:
Tony Lynn Lawrence,
Jr., Rt. 1, Hickman;
Karen S. Swager, Rt. 2;
Billy Miller, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Richmond W
Beam, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Margaret K. Holbrook,
Rt. 5;
William Ray Futrell,
Rt. 4; Martha Gay
Brown, 321 Jackson St.,
Paris, Tenn.; Linda C.
Griffy, 607 Olive St., Benton; Juanita L. McCall,
Box 63, Dukedom, Tenn.;
Martha L. Palm, 1109
Lone Oak, Paris, Tenn.;
Hampton W. Brooks, Rt.
2;
Loretta L. Manning,
Kirksey ; Albert Cassity,
Jr., Rt. 3; I. Shaun
Darnell and baby girl, 201
North 13th St.; Alice G.
Parker, Rt. 1, Paris

Tenn.; Ruby Parks, 1623
Farmer Ave.;
Beatrice K. Smith, 1001
Vine St.; Ora L Bucy, Rt.
8; Roert P. McDougal,

Rt. 8; Geneva Brown, 407
North Cherry St.; Francis G. Smith, 509 Beale
St.; Mary M. Bazzell, Rt.
1, Kirksey.

Mayfield native's tales
backbone of big career
FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) - Bobbie Ann
Mason hasn't seen Kentucky since 1962, but
memories of her native
state have been the
backbone of her successful writing career.
Mrs. Mason,a Mayfield
native and daughter of a
dairy farmer, has
become one of the bestselling short-story
writers in the country.
Her works have appeared
in the New Yorker, Atlantic Monthly, Redbook and
The Washington Post
Magazine.
It wasn't until she
began setting her tales in
western Kentucky,
though, that her career
took off.
"My Kentucky settings
are everything," Mrs.
Mason said in recent
telephone interview from
her Emmaus, Pa., home.
"Once an editor of Atlantic asked me if I could
change a setting to Iowa
or someplace because he
already had too many
southern stories that

month. I refused. The settings are everything."
Mrs. Mason is one of
about 40 authors who will
attend the first Kentucky
Book Fair on Nov. 19 and
20 in Frankfort.
The fair, patterned
after an annual event in
Washington, D.C., at the
National Press Club, is
sponsored by the Kentucky Book Fair Committee Inc., a non-profit
organization established
to support the writing
profession in Kentucky.
Admission to the fair is
free. The first event is
scheduled between 5
p.m.-7 p.m. Friday at the
Frankfort Water Plant,
where Kentucky native
Tom T. Hall will
autograph his novel,
"The Laughing Man of
Woodmont Coves."
Saturday's events will
begin at noon in the new
state Library and Archives building.
The fair is being underwritten by The State
Journal until the event
can pay its own way,
West said.

Professor slated to show
paper to California group
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CHECK OUT THE FEATURES.
. CHECK OUT THE PRICE.
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Toshiba's new BD-4511
desktop plain paper copier.
Exclusive VIP and ACE mean better
performance and better copy quality. Add
super reductions,edge-to-edge copying and
dual paper cassettes
Call for a free demonstration
in your office today.
•

WHY OUR OPTICIANS
WANT TO KNOW
HOW YOU PUTT.

Larrie
as Santa look-Alike
Lame N. Clark, 811 Sha Wa Court, has had his
"Santa Claus Look-Alike" photo accepted for
publication in the December issue of Good
Housekeeping magazine.
Clark was notified of the acceptance of his photo
in a letter from John Mack Carter, editor in chief of
the magazine. Clark also received a check for 825 as
a prize winner.
The Murray man has played the role of Santa's
helper for many years. He has been Santa for the
annual concert for the children of the community by
the Choir of Murray State University with Robert
Baar as director.
Clark has served as Santa Claus at Peoples Bank,
for the children's group of First Christian Church,
as a visitor in many homes on Christmas Eve, and
on many other occasions.
Dr. Clark is a retired professor from Murray
State University. He directs the children's choirs of
the First United Methodist Church and also directs
the Front Porch Swing, a group of women singing
barber shop harmony, which meets weekly at First
Christian Church.

V
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116 NORTH 7TH

Dr. John D. Mikulcik,
professor of agriculture
at Murray State University, and Joe D. Thomas,
Springfield, Ohio,
graduate student, will
present a paper at the
74th annual meeting of
the American Society of
Agronomy Nov. 28-Dec. 3
in Anaheim, Calif.
Titled "Determining
Fertilizer Distribution •in
Wheat with Remote Sensing," the paper discusses
the problems farmers
and fertilizer dealers
have with uneven fertilizer distribution in
wheat fields of the
Jackson Purchase Area
in Kentucky.
The study of uneven
fertilizer distribution as
initiated to determine the
effect on wheat yields.
Results of the study indicated that poor fer-

Badger named to KWW position;
Hawkins receives Henderson job
In its Nov. 8 meeting,
the Kentucky Western
Waterland Board, of
Directors appointed Russ

THIS THANKSGIVING
GIVE ME A REST
Hove A Countr%•,
Ham From...
GIBSON HAM O.

•

ss4

If you've ever tried to line up a critical putt while your trifocals kept turning the golf ball into a white blur, you
know how important well-designed eyewear can be.
So if your Southern Optical optician asks you how your
golf game is, or whether you play racquetball or tennis, or
skin dive or climb mountains, we're not being nosey. All we
want to do is prepare your glasses so that no matter what
you're doing, you can forget you've got them on.
We ask a lot of questions. It's part of the personal
attention you get from Southern Optical, and just one of
the steps we take to make your eyewear the bestycou can
buy. We take a lot of other steps,too. They're all explained
in the free booklet we call "Extra Steps to Excellence."
Stop in and ask for a copy. Who knows? It could take a
few strokes off your game.
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Aged Whole

Ham

12-17 Lb.

Half Ham, or Center Slice,
We'll Bake it For You!
We Ship Nationwide,
Order Yours Toda

Fresty Acres an

Patties

$1.6"

168 ct.

Frosty Acres

Green Beans

20 lb.$1

474

hoice Sides Of Bee
Cut & Wrapped Free

o esa e

225 to
325 Lb. Avg.

eta,

tilizer application, which
may have occurred in 25
percent of the wheat
fields in the area, adversly affected yields.
Mikulcik and Thomas
found that overlapping,
uneven fertilizer application by the spreader and
possibley compaction of
wheat by very large
spreaders seem to be con,
tributing factorsoini thenw
variable yields that were
observed.
They advise farmers
and fertilizer dealers that
they need to be more
careful in spreading fertilizer because a poor job
of spreading may
significantly cut yields.
Careful driving, using
uniform size fertilizer
material ad proper
spreader calibration may
help to correct the problem.

$125
ea

GIBSON HAM CO.

P
753-1601
We Accept Feed
HOURS; 7:00-5:00 Mew. -Fri.
Stamps
107 N. 3rd St.
7:00-12:00 Set.
Qnly rederol Inspected Meat Market In Murray

Badger to fill the unexpired term of Tim
Hawkins as a representative for Marshall County.
Badger is employed by
the Julia Rhea 'Ranch,
and lives in Quail Hills
Subdivision near Gilbertsville. He and his wife,
Nancy, have been active
in many KWW programs
for the past two years. He
has served as an Advisory Board Member for
the past eight months.
His enthusiastic interest
in tourism and its growth
is expected to be a great
asset to Marshall County
and all of Western Kentucky, KWW officials
said.
Tim Hawkins recently
resigned his position on
the KWW Board when he
left the lakes area to
become Manager of the
Henderson Holiday Inn.
In other action, the
board voted to co-sponsor
with WEAK Radio a
"Giant Stocking
Giveaway" during the
upcoming Christmas
season. A 6 -foot
Christmas stocking will
be filled with assorted
gifts and awarded by
drawing. Children age 10
and under who phone the
radio station at the sound
of jingle bells will be
eligible for the drawing.
The registration period
will be from Dec. 15-22,
and the stocking will be
on display at different
locations during that
time.
For further information contact Kentucky's
Western Waterland,
telephone 362-4282.
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Here's the answer

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

1

fly ANDY LAMB
AP N.
Q. — We have as eid
Mires table winch has
Oki marks imed serachin in IL I sen la laver of
thieving it est. bet mg
wee leeks it is worth
holmium it I as get out
the marks aid scratches.
Is there any fairly Ample
way to repair it?
A. — Usually, when
marble is hi bad co
tion, it requires the services of a professional.
However. if you want to
take a hand at trying to
get rid of the mars, there
Ian.' much damage you
can do to the table. But
you had better make up
your mind it is not an
easy task. Stores which
sell marble polishing
materials must be found
by inquiring at hardware
stores, home supply
centers and similar
establishments. Even if
they do not carry the
materials, they can
sometimes steer you to
the right place. Another
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Companies dealing with consumer decorating

HAH82R
HERE IS A TWO-STORY MINI-DUPLEX designed for a
narrow lot. Each of the units has 500 square feet of living
area on the ground floor and another 500 on the bedroom
floor. A screened front porch acts as a vestibule to each unit
and as an extension of the living area. For more information
about Plan HA1182R write — enclosing a stamped. selfaddressed envelope — to architect Jan Reiner, 1000-52nd St.
North, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710

On the house
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Eighty five percent of
all wallcoverings are installed by do-ityourselfers, most of
whom are women.
Not too surprising, considering that it has been
definitely established
that Martha Washington
personally hung the
wallpaper in the first
White House.'flowever, a
man, Stanier Warshaw,
founded a somewhat
unlikely establishment —
the U.S. School of Professional Paperhanging in
Rutland, Vt.
In discussing the subject with Warhsaw
recently, he never used
the term wallpaper even
though "paperhanging"
is in the name of his
school. Asked about it, he
said:
"The old days of
wallpaper and paste are
over. So many new
wallcoverings and
adhesives have entered
the marketplace in recent
years that the old rules
don't necessarily apply
any more."
In which areas do most
do-ityourselfers make
their mistakes?
"In underestimating
how many rolls of
wallcovering to purchase; in wall preparation; in the choice of
adhesives," he said.
Warshaw explained
that subtle color variations almost always exist
among batches of
wallcoverings, especially
with the more expensive
handscreened type.
Therefore, he went on,
"all rolls should have the
same lot number. Purchasing too few rolls
means you will have to
buy some rolls later with
a different lot number.
When in doubt, buy the
extra roll. You can usually return unused rolls."
What about wall
preparation?
"If the surface of the
wall is too glossy, the
wallcovering will eventually slip and slide
apart. If it's too dark, a
light or translucent paper
will show through. If it's
newly plastered, it may
have too much lime,
alkalinity or moisture to
adhere properly. If it's a
plasterboard wall, it probably is too porous to
withstand the paste. If
it's too metallic because
of metallic ink in the existing wallcovering, it
may react unfavorably to
some adhesives."
What would be the ideal
wall?
"A smooth,sanded surface free of nicks, gouges

nesIbmi is to try year
hitplbene beak ie the
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eager mere, er marble
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the form of several bricks
of different grit miss —
iota the marks amd scratches have been
eliminated. Water or
some other lubricant is
used when rubbing with
the bricks. You we need
La rub long and hard,
often over a period of
days if the damage is
severe. After the grit has
been washed away, the
polishing itself takes
place. This also is a long
process. Don't think tbis
Is a project you can do in

and all previous
wallcoverings. It would
be sealed with a flat
oilbased primer or high
quality oil-based flat
paint sealer, although
water-based acrylic
primers and strippable
primers can be used if
recommended by the
manufacturer."
And how do you select
an adhesive?
"Merely by using the
recommended adhesive
of the manufacturer.
However, make sure the
adhesive is mildew and
insect resistant, otherwise you are inviting vermin problems."
Warshaw says the actual hanging is exacting
work requiring concentration, but with proper
preparation the job
should be problem-free if
you heed the following:

"Don't saturate the
face of the wallcovering.
Just wash the seams with
a sponge and clean water.
Don't leave paste on
painted surfaces and
moulding. Wash it off
quickly or it may lift off
the paint. Don't overlap
seams. Butt them so they
just touch. And don't butt
the wallcovering to the
ceiling or moulding edge.
Allow 3 or 4 inches of
overlap at both the top
and bottom of a length of
wallcovering. Trim it
with a razor blade for a
smooth cut."

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfestures
For decades the home
furnishings industry has
been trying to devise a
foolproof scheme for successful home decorating
by consumers.
The industry reasons
that a major drawback to
consumer spending for
new furnishings is fear of
failing rather than lack of
interest.
Recently, coordinated
collections have been put
forward as the answer to
the industry's and the
consumer's problems.
These collections of
fabrics, wall coverings,
furniture and accessories
are designed so that virtually any element goes
with all the others and the
consumer cannot make a
mistake. A number of
companies combine efforts, usually under the
banner of a single
designer, to produce a
coordinated collection-iv

A drawback, however, most popular, according
The primary reason canaries. the reflection
has been lack of retail to Sears coordinator for behind the ideo Is the includes furniture mud
participation. Manufac- home fashions, Judy Col- belief that customers about be upholstery
turers may offer the pro- lins. With everything would welcome help in fabrics
ducts, but unless the from coffee cups to derorstIng their homes.
Willie the Sears enlist
stores select them and broadloom carpeting in- said Jahn Easter, vice Us is probably the most
then shows them cluded, the goal was to president of home ambitious collection attogether, the buying enable consumers to have fashions Decorating tempted, it woo far frum
public does not get to see a beautiful home "even if standards are much the only nem* at the
them.
they make their selec- higher than they wed to furniture market
At the recently conclud- tions blindfolded," said be, added Ms Collins
Along more limited
ed North Carolina furMs. Collins.
"Americans want their lines, two furniture
niture market, coorTo show the "Open homes to look better, but manufacturers
Penndinated collections got a Home" collection in High many of them don't know syhranis House. and lane
significant boost when Point, N.C., Sears con- how to bring this about" Co -- also combined furSears Roebuck & Co — structed an elaborate
To help, Gear's niture and accessories to
the nation's largest stage setting with a designers used 10 cur- produce wholes equal to
retailer — introduced its number of rooms.
rently popular solid and more than the aim of
"Open Home" collection
This is not the first time print pastel colors -- such their parts
of furniture, textiles and the company has put as rose, pale blue, beige
accessories. The fur- together a collection of and seafoarn green — in a
nishings will debut at home furnishings. But it huge variety of products
JOON=OWN
Sears'stores in the spring is the first time a collec- for every room in the
Anti-slavery fighter
and in the spring catalog tion with so many dif- home. Besides fabric, John Brown was Amapa
to be mailed this winter.
ferent products has been tableware, sheets, wail In 111he for treason, cow
Sears called on more offered.
coverings, rugs and ac- 'piracy and murder.
than 50 manufacturers to
410
produce the home furnishings, all of which
were designed by Gear
Inc. in a cozy country
style which is today's

RICKMAN & NORSWORTHY
BUILDING SUPPLIES

5 i 6450

500 S. 4TH

W

(Home do-ityourselfers will find
much valuable information in Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home
Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $1.50
to this paper at Box 5,
Teaneck, NJ 07666.)
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MOVING SALE1
Pickens Sapply is Moving
To 19111 Coldwater Rd.

But Before We Do...
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Hanging Light Filters:
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/
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Murray Branch
1201 Main St.
NMI
759-1630
LENDER
Home Office 1601 Broadway. Paducah. Ky.
-Large enough to be strong, yet snail,enough to be friendly.

Crystal, Polished Bross,
Antique Bross, Rustic,
Pewter, Colonial, Early
American, hanging Wicker
Williamsburg Chandeliers,
Bedroom, Bathroom,
Kitchen & Outdoor Lighting.

PICKENS SUPPLY, INC.
Arcadia Dr. AlerreY
7532-6122
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Mirrray Ledger at Times

Gold squad dominates, 94-82

Game altered slightly by new rules
What effect will the
new Ohio Valley Conference rules have on the
basketball season? It
may be early to predict,
but after watching Murray State's first public intersquad scrimmage
Monday night, the first
impression leans toward
acceptance.
The 30-second clock
kept the pace flowing
while the 3-point goal
may be an interesting addition with a little
clarification.
The disturbing part,
though minor, was having to listen to the announcer to find out the
point value of each long
shot.
From a ground-level
angle where a shooter
might be behind traffic
and you couldn't see

where his feet were when
he took his shot — that
caused minor discomfort.
What was his goal worth?
What was the score
before he shot? Did they
give him three or two/
A trivial matter, but
maybe a buzzer or light
system could cue the audience to the success of a
3-point attempt.
Nothing major involved
there, just a convenience
thing.
Back to the scrimmage, the Gold squad
triumphed, 94-82, in a
contest marked by stretches of almost boredom.
At times both squads
looked like they were pacing themselves (possibly
because each side only
had one substitute) and
there appeared to be little
concentration on defense

covering
oil fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
/
1
4
although the shot clock
may have had something
to do with the fasterpaced shooting.
Glen Green led the victors with 25 points and
Gold teammate Lamont
Sleets added 20, plus
seven assists and five
steals.
The most impressive
player on either squad,
though, was sophomore

Vada Martin.
Eighteen points and 15
rebounds against the
likes of All-OVC center
Ricky Hood made many
of the 2,000 fans sit up and
take notice.
Watch for Martin to be
a catalyst this year. Last
year as a froah, Martin
was a hesitant shooter
and lacked confidence on
the boards. Looks like
he's over his rookie jitters now and at 6-7, 190,
he'll be a force to reckon
with.
Rounding out the Gold
scoring was Sammy Curran's 15 points (12 boards
also); James Preston had
12 points and David
Youngblood added four.
The Gold was outrebounded 49-39 mainly
on the strength of Hood's
20 caroms. But the Blues
comitted 29 turnovers,
the deciding factor in the
preseason warmup.
Hood, Walt Davis and
freshman guard Derek
Lindauer produced
double-figures for the
Blues — Hood 20, Davis
and Lindauer 16 each.
Lawrence Ingram and
Mike Lahm had eight and
two points, respectively,

for the Blues.
As a final note on the
new rule changes, only
Sleets and Lindauer connected on 3-point shots.
They were the only two
extra-point shots out of
nine attempts by both
teams.
The Blue squad was the
only side caught by the
clock, once in the first
half.
The game was Gold
dominated throughout
although the Blues
managed rallies to tie
things up nine times, including the final knot at
82-all with 2:29 remaining.
Gold's biggest lead was
17 midway through the
second half at 68-51.
• • •
One headache caused
by the 3-point goal experiment this year will be in
the statistics department.
Doug Vance, MSU sports
information director,
says the NCAA will not
recognize the 3-point
goals in determining individual scoring
averages.
In OVC accounts the 3pointers will be tabulated
as 3-pointers. For the
NCAA the bonus-point
shots will count only two.
Be prepared for the
year of the asterisk.
• • •
All of Murray's OVC
games will be conducted
under the new rule
changes this year while
only one non-conference
TOUGH TO HANDLE — Gold squad guard Lamont Sleets (10) goes to the
game (vs Bradley, glass in a slight mismatch against 6-7 center Ricky
Hood. Hood got the upper
Nov.29) will be played us- hand on Sleets this time, but the 5-10 junior eventually
came out on top when his
ing the shot clock and team won,94-82. Watching the action is freshman
guard Derek Lindauer.
bonus goal.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Murray club making boxing reputation

COMING OF AGE — Sophomore Vada Martin (left) stuffs one on veteran
center Ricky Hood (54) during Monday's Murray State intersquad scrimmage at
Racer Arena. Martin was an impressive inside figure for the winning Gold team
scoring 18 points and claiming 15 rebounds against his All-Ohio Valley Conference counterpart.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Lightning Rod.
Jabbin'Jay.
Shawn "The Shadow"
and "Clubber" Casey
Kurth.
With nicknames like
these, the Murray Police
Boxing Club members
must either be tough or
practicing to be that way.
So far their practice is
Paying oft
David Rogers, MPBC
coach, says his pugilists
are getting tougher and
are establishing reputations as gutsy fighters.
"Saturday we went to
Covington (Tenn.) and
looked the best we've
ever looked," he said.
Of the Murrayans who
fought, two were victorious and two lost close
bouts, including Shawn
"The Shadow" Simmons,
who lost but brought
home the night's Sportsmanship Trophy.
"A lot of other coaches
have been really impressed with our fighters,"
Rogers said. "It's getting
to be a regular thing —

RACER FOOTBALL
MURRAY STATE
WESTERN KENTUCKY
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 20
1:30 STEWART STADIUM
"Press Day"
*Special pre-game entertainment by Dixieland Jazz Band "Going
South"
*Gates open at 12:30 p.m.
*Game tickets on sale daily in Room 211 of Stewart Stadium ($6
and $5 for adults, $5 and $4 for children)
*Call(502)762-6800 for more information

GO GOLD

RACER BASKETBALL
MURRAY STATE/MARATHON OIL
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 19
7:30 RACER ARENA

Murray bringing home
the Sportsmanship
Trophy,too."
Rogers said Simmons
brought home the hardware, Saturday, after
what apparently was a
premature stop to his
bout with 140-fight
veteran Chuck Glover of
Covington.
"Shawn took a standing
8-count in the second
round, but wasn't hurt at
all. He just hasn't learned
enough about clinching
and holding on to clear
his head when he's taken
a punch," Rogers explained.
"He could have gotten
mad at the referee, but he

stayed calm and accepted the decision."
Simmons was awarded
the trophy, one of only
two presented Saturday
night, and his record now
reflects two losses in
seven outings.
"Shawn was fighting on
a different level of competition Saturday. The
guy had a whole lot of experience, but Shawn will
be a better boxer later on
because of it. He (Simmons) is preparing for
the Golden Gloves where
he'll be going against all
kinds of fighters,"
Rogers said.
Other fighters from
Murray included 119pound novice "Lightning" Rod Jones who collected his second win in
three fights. Jones
defeated Covington's
Lawrence Taylor and
received the Murray
team's outstanding boxer
award as the best fighter
of the night.
The club award is given
after each fight night and
the recipient is selected
by the Murray coaches —

Rogers and Rick
Latimer.
"Clubber" Casey Kurth
won his first fight for
Murray, Saturday, when
he gained a decision over
Ripley's Joe Taylor.
Rogers pointed to Kurth's better defense as the
decisive factor in his victory. At the last Murray
fights in Memphis, Kurth
was awarded the Sportsmanship Trophy.
Kurth now holds a 1-2
record.
"Jabbin" Jay Thomas
rounded out the Murray
card, losing a close decision to Brian DePriest of
Oxford, Miss. Rogers
said despite Thomas' 0-3
start, the 13-year-old is
improving with each
bout.
All of our guys are
beginning to be more aggressive and they're
becoming better allaround boxers. One thing
they're doing that makes
me excited is they're not
just headhunters.
They're learning to use
those body shots and not
just going for the

STASHED CASH
Earns You
NOTHING!!!
30 Month
Certificate Earns

9.85%
* Effective Huy Nov. 22, 1982 *

With a Compound Yield of 10.093%
*Minimum Deposit $400.00
*insured by the F.S.L.I.C.
(Substantial lutenist Penalty for Early Withdrawal)

Security Federal
Savings & Loan Asso.
300 Johnson Blvd.

759-1234

knockout every time."
Saturday the Murray
club again takes to the
road, heading south to
Obion County Central
High School which is
located south of Union City, Tenn., on Highway
151.
The Star Boxing Club of
Jackson, Tenn., will be
hosting the matches. The
Murrayans were
previously scheduled to
attend a Fight Night in
Jackson, but the event
was cancelled.
Saturday's bouts begin
at 7:30 p.m.

Boxing,
briefly
RICHMOND, Va.
( AP) — The Virginia
Athletic Commission
said that the World Boxing Association "no
longer cares or wants
participation" from the
United States and
withdrew its WBA
membership.
•
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Unofficially,Sugar Bowl matches Georgia-Penn State
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Decision concerning Kim
mode 'within a few days'

DONALD WRITE

LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(AP) — The neurologist
attending boxer Duk Koo
Kim says he will decide
"within a few days"
whether to take away the
support system keeping
the 23-year-old South
Korean alive.
Dr. Lonnie Hammargren said examinations on Kim have shown
"no sign of brain life"
since he was carried unconscious Saturday from
the outdoor arena at
Caesars Palace.
"We're still doing some
tests and we want to wait
a couple of days to see

how they work out,"
before disconnecting the
life support system,
Hammargren said Monday.
Disconnecting the
system would bring death
to the 23-year-old Kim
"within a matter of
minutes," Hammargren
said.
The neurologist said be
was consulting with other
specialists in the Las
Vegas area in the tests
being conducted.
The neurologist said he
would be making a decision on the life support
system "in a matter of

NFL player strike speculation continues
Lowrrr

By BRUCE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Paul Martha, a running
back turned lawyer who
last weekend became a
mutually agreed-upon gobetween for the National
Football League owners
and players, believes a
settlement in the 57-dayold strike could come today.
But his presence in the
talks was about the only
thing mutually agreed
upon Monday night.
Neither side expressed
• his optimism. And
neither agreed on just
what the problem was.
As midnight approached, Martha stood in the
lobby of a midtown
Manhattan hotel and
said: "Sometime this
evening we should have
an all-inclusive agreement." Unbeknownst to
him, though, union chief
Ed Garvey was at a different hotel, firing a salvo
at the owners for what he
called their "union
busting" and claiming
the Management Council
had pulled back earlier
offers. "There is not a
deal that is even close,"
he said.
And shortly thereafter,
Jim Miller, the Management Council's public
relations director,
observed from his office:
"We're not too close
together" and said the
owners' offer had been
"restructured," not
reduced.
Then Martha's optimism waned a bit. "I
thought we were going to
get together, earlier in
the evening, but things
got late," he said. "I am
still optimistic, but it
won't be tonight. Some of
the (management) people were disappointed at
the remarks Ed made at
the press conference. I
am still optimistic for a
settlement tomorrow."
The sudden surge of activity was accompanied
by the disclosure of Tex
Schramm, president of
the Dallas Cowboys and
chairman of the NFL's

Competition Committee,
of contingency scheduling for the rest of the
season, a plan calling for
a 10-game season and a
full playoff slate employing midweek wild-card
games.
Garvey insisted key
portions of the owners'
most recent proposal had
been withdrawn by the
Management Council,
that it had reduced
severance pay for older
players, eliminated incentive bonuses and
reneged on an agreement
to reinstate with back pay
player reps cut before the
strike began. "That actually reduced their last
offer substantially,"
Garvey said, "while we
have moved considerably
In their direction."

from the position they've
already taken."
That's when Martha, a
running back for the Pittsburgh Steelers (196449)
and Denver Broncos
(1970) and now vice president of the National
Hockey League's Pittsburgh Penguins got involved as a messenger
between the union and
Management Council.
The Penguins, like the
NFL's San Francisco
deers, are owned by the
DeBartolo family. On
Monday night, Garvey
said Martha's optimism
was misguided and called
him "someone from
management."
On Monday, the National Labor Relations
Board rejected a union
request that it seek an injunction to force the

But Miller said the
owners, in their fouryear, 81.313 billion offer,
had simply taken money
from several areas to
satisfy union demands for
more money in others.
And he denied the
Management Council had
ever agreed to security
for player reps.
Monday's
developments followed
nine days of virtual inactivity, during which
Garvey repeatedly tried
and failed to bring the
Management Council
back to the bargaining
table. The owners'
negotiators had walked
away from it the night of
Nov. 6 — mediator Sam
Kagel went home to San
Francisco that night, too
— and said it had no intention of returning
unless the union moved
markedly from its position.
Over the weekend,
Garvey met with Kay
McMurray, the head of
the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service,
a reversal of the union's
previous stance against
the FMC's involvement.
And McMurray,in effect,
took the owners' side,
saying: "I don't think
they (the two sides) will
meet soon, not unless the
ballplayers move further

Management Council to
bargain "in good faith,"
an action which would
have forced the owners'
negotiators back to the
table.
Still pending, and set
for a Nov. 29 hearing
before an administrative
law judge is an unfair
labor practice complaint
alleging the Management
Council attempted to
bypass the union and
bargain directly with the
players.
Schramm said the
season would resume
Sunday if an agreement
was reached by Wednesday. The 10-game
schedule would include
two weekends affected by
the strike, with playoff
berths decided by conference rather than division records.
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days — it certainly won't
be weeks."
Kim was critically injured when be was knocked out by Ray "Boom
Boom" Mancini in the
14th round of Saturday's
nationally televised
World Boxing Association
lightweight championshiP neg.
Kim was pieced en a
life support system
following 2','s hours of
surgery to relieve a
massive blood clot.
Hammargren said Sunday he would have the
final say on when the life
support system is removed.
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DORTMUND, West
Germany I AP - Mark
its Dickson best West Germany's Clwan Geyer
64, 6-2 in an
round match of •
MON tournament
Is other first-round
aches, PM Dupre best
Csocb•slov•kies
Stanislav throw 44. 6I1 . Chip Hooper
Mike Chill 74,1".V.
Pascal Penes of Prance
beat Ghoul Odom° of
Italy 6.4, 6-4. and Freddie Sauer of South
Africa beat Ndska
Odisor of Nigeria 1-2.02
BRISBANE,
Australia AP) — Leslie
Allen rallied fore 24.62. 6-3 victory over Kate
Latham in the first
round of the 112:o0e Nations I Panasonic
Women's Clasek

ssiFIN1121114

Georgia an New Yeses dist Patine hid be.. in
leech will a New Orisons
ap- betel coseerning aePlhals Pens
parently hod not made a cemmeddises. The NWdata, commitment to tany Lime were ranked
the Sager Bowl pantie a Ne.4 in lest week's AP
meting between Candi
Georgbo aed seem&
Joe Paterne sad hia
senior players, The ranked Stintbers
Associated Press harmed Methodist are the only
me* mbestee-nstiod
term. Georgia clinched
its third ceassentive
Sugar Bowl berth by
detesting Auburn 10-14 on
Saturday. The 111-4
Bulldogs dose out their
regular senses Nov.17
against64 Georgia To&
SMU, also MA winds
op its regular season
Tailback Reggie Baud of Tennessee Tech and
Saturday against 1-1
linebacker Donald White of Murray State have been
Arkansas, needing a vic'faceted as the Ohio Valley Conference's Offensive
tory or a tie toc
and defensive players of the week.
the Southwest
Basel, of Harriman, Teen., rushed for 190 yards In the Cotton Bowl.
in hi carries and scored two touchdowns during a
Artemis is the SWC's oily other Cotton Bowl
31-27 loss to Austin Posy. He is a 1-foot, 205-pound
possibility.
senior.
Pitt reportedly will be
White, a 6-1, 215-pound senior from Cincinnati,
the visiting team in the
Ohio, was credited with 12 tackles, eight aasisM and
Cotton Bowl. Pam State,
a fumble recovery during the Racers' 16-14 victory
9-1, and Pitt, 1-1, meet
over Akron.
Nov.26, six days after
most of the bowls will be
locked up.
The annual rumor circulated that some of the
bowls would wait for the

By Ilse Arackaled Perms
The edictal bowl bids
most wait antil the
weekend, bat mew footben pedsenesshow is
beghuilmi to take dope
now dist it weer* est
U e Seger Bad bee lined
up Pam State as the appoint for No.1-rsoked
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RYSLER

MURRAY-CHRYSLER DODG

CAIMICH
BACK
OU
MAKE YOUR BEST DEAL ON ANY NEW'82Q$fly9,Pk.YMTH
OR DODGE,THEN GET r300 TO 8600 FACTORY CASH DIRECT FROM
CHRYSLER. HERE'S HOW:

BUY A 1982 PLYMOUTH TC3 CUSTOM OR
DODGE 024, AND GET BACK

BUY A 1982 PLYMOUTH HORIZON OR
DODGE OMNI. AND GET BACK

$600

$
600

47E31 30

47

BUY A 1982 CHRYSLER LeEtARON, AND GET BACK

BUY A 1982 DODGE ARES K OR PLYMOUTH
RELIANT, AND GET BACK

$500

--

:500

40EsT 26

41fa 26E.

BUY A 1982 DOOGE CHARGER 22, AND GET BACK

BUY A 1982 DODGE COLT OR PLYMOUTH CHAMP.
AND GET BACK

HWY

*600

$300

41

612.t. [3.1110.

26

KEEP THE CASH, OR APPLY IT TOWARDS YOUR DOWN PAYMENT.
And rernirrtiar. every new '62 Arnancarstrue
()eyelet,!Myrna*, or Dodge passenger car
posse elm Ihs angler Protection Plan, tor 5
yews or 50,000 mikis. atschaver comes Sit
See your desist kw dstals

•Use EPA seamier* tor conspenson Your
nwleage may wary ctspsnalng On WOW.
isesewe and tnas length Actusi twargroy
ming,
probate/ be tower

sfie

753-8355
901 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.

KiNG-LANDOLT
"Personal Service pots es est
freat...cesspetitive Rotes keep es There"

Dow LET SOMEONE ELM CASH IN ON YOUR DEAL MIT TIM 112
YOU EMT,NO

HURRY PON BUT SELECTIOOL

- MURRAY-CHRYSLER DODGE
753-7114

604 S. 12T11

Ilerrey, Ry.
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Fasting for world hunger set

••.

(AWL)
16:y
By Abigail Van Buren

Tragic Tale Could Avert
Similar 'Freak' Accident

DEAR ABBY: We have just lost our little daughter.
Because your audience is so wide, you might think it
worth printing how our baby died so that other parents
will know. We did all the things one is supposed to do to
keep• baby safe.
We put plqg guards in the electrical outlets, locked up
all our hous&old cleansers, always used her car seat, etc.
However, never did we think that a bathroom fixture
might be dangerous to her!
We were at her grandparents' house when she toddled
off. We found her in the bathroom with her head face
down in the toilet bowl.
Although my husband worked and worked on her until
the paramedics arrived, nothing could be done.
It would have been the easiest of accidents to prevent —
to always make sure everywhere she was that the toilet lid
was down and the bathroom door securely closed. If only
we had known!
The newspaper labeled it a "freak accident," and perhaps it was, but if it happened to our precious baby, it
could happen to another child. It would help us to think
that even one parent might be alerted to this possible
hazard.
MR. & MRS. J.G. IN PHOENIX
DEAR MR.& MRS. J.G.: My heart goes out to you.
What kind and generous people you are to have
written in your time of sorrow hoping to save some
other child from the tragedy yours suffered. May
God keep her in his loving care and give you the
strength to bear the burden of your irreplaceable
loss.
What a pity that you will never know how many
toddlers will he saved because you cared enough to

DEAR ABBY: In a resent column you advised John
Paul Jones Jr. that at the time of his father's death, he
could simply drop the "Junior." This is not correct.
When a child is named "Junior," it us on his birth certificate, and it is part of his legal name. His father then may
— or may not — choose to call himself "Senior" to avoid
confusion, but that would be an "assumed' name It does
not become part of his legal name.
Sen. Barry Goldwater may be referred to as ••Barry
Goldwater Sr." but that is not his legal name.
No one has a "Senior" on his birth certificate because
when a child is named, it is itnposeible to know whether
he will (1) marry, (2) have children and (3) name a son
after himself. If a man has a son and names him "Junior,"
it is on that son's birth certificate, and he is Junior forever. If upon his father's death, he wants to drop the
Junior, he would have to change his name on all his
insurance, bank accounts, driver's license, Social Security,
automobile title, deeds, will, etc. What a chore!
A LAWYER WHO IS ALSO A JR

On Ttersdsy,members
of the Wesley Foundation
are going to do something
about world hunger.
Many are going to give
up eating for a day; some
are going to give up a
single meal, and others
will do without "junk
food." The money saved
will be given to help the
world's hungry people.
Those who fast will be
joining hundreds of
thousands of Americans
around the country in Oxfam America's ninth annual Fast for a World
Harvest. The food money
they save by participating in the Fast will
be donated to support Oxfam America's self-help
development projects

DEAR LAWYER: Thanks for the lesson. I learned
something today.
•••

DEAR ABBY I have a problem I need your advice on,
but I hesitate to write because it's very cOnfidential and I
don't want anyone in this little town to know my business
First, please tell me what you do with the letters people
send to you after you've answered them. Do you save

sophomore; Kevin
Holmes, Henderson
sophomore; Kevin
Johnson, Paducah
junior; Greg Crider,
Marion junior; Dean
Smith, St. Louis, Mo.,
freshman; Chuck Stribli n g , Henderson
sophomore; Kevin Sitton,
Kevil freshman; Dale
Stephens, Borden, Ind.,
Junior; Mark Thompson,
Cadiz junior; and Kent
Johnson, Calvert City
junior.
Trumpet and
flugelhorn — Drew
Cremisio, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Saxophone — Jon Noffsinger, Murray senior.
Piano — Jay Fern,
Calvert City senior.
Bass — Scott Anderson,

It it safe to use real names? How can a writer be absolutely sure confidences disclosed will be confidential?
JUST CHECKING

A one -day legal
seminar titled "Taxation" will be offered by
Murray State University
and the University of
Louisville at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park
near Gilbertsville on
Thursday.
The seminar, approved
by the Kentucky Bar Continuing Legal Education
Commission for seven
hours of CLE credit, will
run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

DEAR JUST: The letters I receive are destroyed
immediately after they're answered. All letters are
held in the strictest of confidence. It is "safe" to use
real names, but not essential. A self-addressed
stamped envelope is required for a personal, unpublished reply.
•••

What you don't know can hurt you. For Abby's
booklet "What Teen-agers Ought to Know," send $2
and a long, stamped, addressed envelope to Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

LIFE, CHARLIE BROWN,
FREQUENTLY PRESENTS US
WITH TERRIBLE PROBLEMS

numerous other special
Murray senior.
Drums — Dan Lauby, functions.
Conklin, who joined the
Chicago, Ill., senior.
Slide Advantage has faculty in 1973, has been
done two albums,the first busy as both perforiner
a live recording of a per- and teacher. He is the
formance at the Ken- trombonist in both the
tucky Music Educators Faculty Brass Quintet
Association(KMEA)con- and Faculty Brass Trio.
He recently appeared
vention in March 1980 and
the second a studio recor- as a guest artist at a
meting of the Internading in October 1981.
The KMEA recording is tional Trombone Associamade up almost entirely tion in Nashville, Tenn.,
of original works for and at the International
trombone ensemble, Trumpet Guild Coriwhile the recording from ference in Lexington.
Conklin earned both the
the studio session includes a wide variety of B.M.E. and the M.M.
degrees at the University
toe-tapping music.
In addition to the ,.of Louisville and is workalbtuns, the group has ing toward the D.M.A.
peilormed In concert at "degree at North Texas
colleges and universities, State University.
He is a member of the
in public schools and at

LET'S SAY YOU'RE GOING
ALON6 FROM PAY TO
PAY WHEN ALL OF A
SODDEN SOMETHING 0
HORRIBLE HAPPENS...

ME

THE i)ocfoe

i5

gs

I THINK SLUGGO
IS -ONE BIG
BUMP ON A LOG

Owensboro Symphony
Orchestra and the
Evansville Philharmonic
Orchestra and has performed with the Louisvlle
Symphony, the San Antonio Opera Association,
the Corning New York
Symphony and The 539th
Air Force Band.
His teaching experience also includes
Vennard College,
Oskaloosa, Iowa,
Mansfield State College,
Mansfield, Pa., and the
Sewanee Music Center at
the University of the
South,Sewanee,Tenn.
Women-Tiv7Yead more
than one out of four (27
percent) of all U.S.
households, according to
the American Council of
Life Insurance.
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I JUST WENT TO THE
MOV1ES WITH
> THE GUYS

DIANA I ooN'T KNOW WHY THE
WITCH-QUEEN'S' SMOKE DIDN'T
PUT NER TO
SLEEP. ONE
OF HER
MANY
SECRETS.
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Topics to be addressed
during the seminar will
include: Estate Planning
for the Farmer;, Tax
Aspects in Dissolution of
Marriage; Organizing
the Closely -Held
Business; Qualified Penson and Profit Sharing
Plan Problems and Opportunities Under the
1982 Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility
Act; and a panel discussion pertaining to New
Developments with Emphasis on the 1982 Tax
Equity and Fiscal

Horoscope

Moderator for the
ARLES
seminar will be Norvie L.(min
21 to Apr. 19)
Lay, associate dean,
University of Louisville otheDmr:willbeccignehelp
Z
r goeur
thay
d.
you
inor
ScT
hh
:
° lseminar fee of ISO rb
inaZiTgains
tataYniaS°In
y accrue.
(advanced payment) or TAURUS
$65 (at the door) includes (Apr,20to may 20) t-Ska
'
tuition, all seminar You'll be able to patch up an
materials and refresh- old difference or find the soltiment breaks.
tion to a work-related proAnyone who wishes to blem. Say you're sorry to a coregister or to obtain addi- worker.
tional information about GEMINI
the seminar may call the (May 21 to June 20)
Office of Conferences and You're able to brighten the
Continuing Education at spirits 01 a child or loved one
Murray State University who's been feeling down.
O
hethe
lp ou
rs tk
at (502) 762-2716.
. now you're ready to

sysk4

V
eligible for
new school year grants
eterans-

Veterans receiving GI
benefits at Murray State
University may.now also
be eligible for Pell Grants
for the 1982-83 school
year. A change in regulations in how veterans
benefits are counted has
broadened the eligibility
for veterans,according to
Charles Vinson, loangrant coordinator in the
Student Financial Aid Office At Murray State.
He explained that 100
percent of the veterans's
educational benefits was
considered as financial
aid until October when
that amount was reduced
to one-third.
"Reducing the amount

of veterans benefits
counted as financial aid
by two-thirds has many
more veterans eligible
for assistance through
the Pell Grant program."
he pointed out.
A $140 million Supplementa Appropriations
Bill for fiscal 1982 includes $30 million to
cover Pell Grant awards
for which veterans are
now eligible.
Vinson said any
veteran who has a question about the change
may get additional information by visiting the
Student Financial Aid Office in the basement of
Spark Hall.

BUT SERIOUSLY...
(1..V16LKEg

Mamma

WHAT WAS
IT?

5HE
HAS
ONE
LESS
SECRET

I GOT THAT
WHEN
FCRinULA.WE'VE
USE-{7 IT TO TRAP
WENT
ANIMALS
TO SLEEP
PAINLESSLY.
IN THE
LA 5,,,

NIQTHING
MUCH

JUST
UP.

WOKE

graie. edam America,

a aopiprallt interostileld
&wipeout alma b...
ed in Bastin, boa mars
than WO projects in 27
countries around the
world. Among the people
to be helped through this
year's Fast are village
women in India, rug
weavers in Mali, refugees
In the Horn of Africa and
farmers in Upper Volta,
Bolivia and Peru. For information on how to get
involved in the Fast activities at Murray State,
contact Rick ICIrchoff at
Wesley, 753-9859 or sign
up at the Student Union
on Wednesday.
ammismismommumsia

Responsibility Act.
Faculty for the seminar
include: Jessie T. Mountjoy with the firm of
Holbrook, Gary, Wible &
Sullivan of Owensboro;
George Thacker with
Thacker, Bickel, Wetzel&
Sullivan of Owensboro;
Frances Drake
James C. Seiffert with
FOR WEDNESDAY,
Barnett & Alagia of
NOVEMBER 17,1982
Louisville; and Edward A
What
kind of day will tensorRothschild with
Kaplan, Rothschild,s
Washer,:Lbe
r
Ly:
lore
t°u
tbte wfohrecas
at diet
Aberson & Miller of given
your birth saga.
for
Louisville

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

C1MUillWreshireSwiclicsts.lric

portacipetad lie the Fast
and donated more than
1475,910 to Oxfam
America for its mite*
designed aed MA pre.

Legal seminar slated
for Gilbertsville resort Your Individual

them?

MSU ensemble to perform at MENC conferencemziration from
Slide Advantage, a student trombone ensemble
at Murray State University under the direction of
music faculty member
Raymond Conklin, has
been invited to perform
at the Southern Division
meeting of the Music
Educators National Conference (MENC) in
Louisville Feb. 24, 1983.
Conklin said the 16member group, which
was organized on the
campus in the fall of 1979,
was selected by audition
to be on the program next
year.
Members,in addition to
Conklin, who is an assistant professor of musk
are:
Trombones — David
Read, Paducah

around the world.
According to Rick 1Wchaff, "We're organizing
the Fast at Murray State
because we want to give
people a chance to make
a personal commituosot
to the hungry elfin world
— fasting is a 'rabic
way of sesideg ant ass&
mitmase, Aid ups!,at
imported.Otill001111 a
day's food me* .is a
simple and dine way of
sharing some of our
resources with people in
Latin America, Asia and
Africa who are struggling
to become self-reliant."
The Fast for a World
Harvest is always held on
the Thursday before
Thanksgiving. Last year
more than 2,000 groups

ACROSS
1 Meadow
4 West. hemisphere area
6 Pursue
11 Darts
13 Injury
15 River in Italy
16 Lift
18 Author
Ferber
19 Greek letter
21 Genus of
frogs
22 Jolson
23 Fragment
26 The self
29 Violin part
31 Microbe
33 Printer's
measure
34 Diphthong
35 Insect egg
38 Inlet
39 Ruthenium
symbol
40 Switch word
41 Word of sorrow
43 Obscures
vision
45 Hindu cymbals
17 Similar
50 Silver symb01
52 Italian coins
53 Choose
56 Egyptian lizard
58 Unlocks
60 Babylonian
deity
61 Moth
63 Makes
amends
65 Birds' homes
66 Oysprosium
symbol
67 Irritate
DOWN
I Scandinavian

2 God of
love
3 Land measure
4 Colony of
honeybees
5 Chinese or
Japanese
6 Purer
7 That man
8 On the ocean
9 Move sidewise
10 Vast age
12 Sink —
' swim
14 See 4 Across
17 Projecting
tooth
20 Anger
24 Sicilian volcano
25 Prefix with
partite or
pack
27 Microbe
28 Burden
29 Distance
measure

Answer to Monclay's Puzzle
CGO 121:1 MULIDU
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131512
DUCUID IMMO CU
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CM UMW CUIJUU
CUU IMAM UMW
MCC WUILIGI 130
EIC UMUCCIEU OD
CEUMUU COMM
UMUIDU 11010 CU
IO
30 Rockfish
32 Manufactured
36 Kind
37 Sartors
42 Cut
44 Bachelor's
last words
46 Dipper
48 Fear
49 Leases

51 Sal and others
54 Equal
55 Chore
56 Morning
abbr
57 Noise
59 — to say
62 And Lat
64 Nickel symbol
10
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CANCER
(JA
une
rei2altitoveJul
lias
y 22Deen)
e:toeing
too ipuckon problems. Take
this person out somewhere
special. Socialize with a coworker.
uw

J24

(July 23 to Aug. 72)
Be sure to express gratitude
to those who have been nice to
you lately. A thank-you note or
a phone call will suffice.
(Aug.
VIRG43
23 to Sept. 22)
If you've been neglecting
some unpaid bills, today is a
good time to arrange for
payments on time. Others appreciate your courtesy.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Bolster your self-image by
buying yourself something
nice. Good news affects your
financial picture. Attend to
personal needs.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23to Nov.21) MI*
Do for others and forget personal limitations. Kindness to
one who has been sick will be
greatly appreciated. Accent
loyalty.
SAGITTARIUS
_4100.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) 14
Be more tolerant of a
friend's failings. Restrain an
impulse to be critical of one
who has been doing the best he
can.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.71 to Jan. 19)
Don't be afraid to ask for a
friend's assistance regarding
a career matter. Others will
help you out if you let them.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Make plans for a trip where
you can combine business and
pleasure. An opportunity that
comes now is worthy of your
consideration.
PISCES
X
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
A situation is not as bed as
you think. A talk with an adviser will renew your confidence. Find ways to augment security.
YOU BORN TODAY have
leadership qualities and would
make a good financial
manager or trustee. At times,
though, you're erratic in the
handling of your own funds
and may experience extresnes
in your financial fortunes The
key to your greatest success
comes when you do your own
thing. Never sacrifice your
originality for the sake of
material ambition. You have
artistic talents which you can
commercialize. You'll also
succeed in science and
literature. Birtbdate Of: Rock
Hudson,actor; Lee Strasberg,
drama coach; and Lauren
Hutton, actress.
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RIIOES
IEWEILY
Jeweity twin
Weed'repdro 'Soso senile
Chide repair

G Complete Glass
To. has a complete line
of glass, plesiglass, and
mirrors. We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks. We install
753-223S
alpoitinurn store fronts.
have S adiseteet
plate glass, and in759-4444 hr•be whited glass. We fix
Storm windows, storm
Gore Spore Mir
spivelhosi seessage
doors. and screens. We
Nightie yaw Ast. cut
ray
glass table tops,
adieu's tape 751- mirrors, and window
glass We also repair
4445.
and replace patio door
glass. At & G Glass Co. S. Weed Food
This is the flu UMW. 816 Coldwater Rd. 753- Lost 3 lopped female
Could you use $148, $210. 0180 or 753-2790.
Brittany Spaniel, in
$2110, $350 a week inCanterbury, orange and
while-40u
come
are in
white. Name is Ginper.
the hospital. If so call
753-5736.
753-3763
for
Fred Stalls,
Lost a white female
more details.
setter puppy with lemon
Itessiegtoo 30.06 742 spots.
Lost in the vincity
Weedmaster
of N. 11th. Between 9
and 5, 753-2709. After 5,
$225.110
753-7746.

SPECIAL
SALE

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

.--....

For
Sale •
Pie Bell Matitine
- Night Raider.
Cell 153-11200
Get the TOTAL
PICTURE. Color
portraits, black
and whites, hand I
oils and tinting.
CARTER STUDIO
300 Main
753 8298

Olympic Pisa
Ike. 9-9 Daily
9-1!

COMPLETE
TUNE-UP
4-6-1 CO. $35.00.
Parts NW Leber With
Campos.
Oil Chow And lobe
$11.00 Csamiete With
Cameo.
Big Discoosits es
blemished tires with
fall warranty. Many
she: end types.

ECONOMY
TIRE Iii
SERVICE
East Mai
753-8500

- Notice To Telephone Subscribers
In Aurora and Murray, Kentucky
in Arrow and Money are being lowered as a result of a decrees* I the
isseiher of telephime stations is the ores. This active is in OCC01154111C• Vf1551 the statewide rate
WWI& approved by the Kentucky Poi& Service
Caemaission. The Sortie Central Ilea Telephone
Company will make the following rates for local
exchange telephone service effective December
4, 1982.
Residence
2-Party
Whited
8.06
10.92
Amore
8.34
11.26
Money
Telephone rides

Besiems
2-Party
Individoel
20.41
27.35
Amore
21.29
28.53
Horny
Them rates ere :object te applicable federal
end State taxes aid present rose amps.
South Central Sell Telepheee Company
S.S. Dickson, Vice President

Hdp"anted
College graduate
multi-billion company
seeking career minded
individuals interested in
sales Excellent income, potential,
bonuses, company car
program, trips, etc.
Confidential interviews.
Mon. thru Fri.,
8:30-4:30. 759-940.
OIL COMPANY
OPENING. Off shore
rigs
No experience
necessary. Start immediately. $35,000 plus
per year. For Information, 312-920-9677, ext.
17748

A egad /1 eel Profane
T.Call 411-5614.
Gated esollty Leder*
Snore Drom. Call Ve
72/2. WA tor Itioey.
We buy altieninuni be
verses cans. Ilirp Re
cycling Cantor bellows
Pius Hut. Flatten

Neste
Antkaaa Oak taglo and
chairs. hutch. SAO firm

474 zra
Duncan Phyfe dining
room set with tab.* and
6 choirs and a MAO
Excellent condition
492-1707.

.Farm EiIM
1964 Indianapolis
Moline tractor, front
end wooer. set up for
back holes, 000d condi
tion, reasonably priced
4119-2775
1972 Ford Back Hole,
blade in dipper, good
shape. 53,500. 9016423155.

Kentucky license
menegoment polities
with C.L. experience.
Capable of hide,
charge of Optical
Dept. Repass mafidestial. Seed to P.O.
Ben 1040 F. Herm,
Ky. 42071.
RN or LPN position
available. Part time for
the 3-11 shift, working
Monday thru Friday
with every weekend off.
Persons interested
should apply in person
at Care Inn, 4th and
Indiana, Mayfield, Ky.
or call 247-0200.
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers PLENTY
OF MONEY plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless of experience, write
J.A. Byers, Texas Refinery Corp., Box 711,
Fort Worth, Texas
76101.

9. Situation Wanted
Would like iob
housecleaning. Honest
and reliable. Phone
759-125.5 or 753-2377.

13. For Sak or Trade

INVITATION FOR RIDS
The Housing Authority of Murray will receive bids for the complete
construction of the project entitled Low Rent Housing Project for the
Housing Authority of Murray, Project No. KY-36-P030-006 Murray,
Kentucky including the construction of seven(7)duplexes,site work,
utilities and a new street within the City of Murray, until 2:00 P.M.
C.S.T.(Central Standard Time)on the 16th day of December, 1982 at
the office of the Housing Authority of Murray, 716 Nash Drive, Murray, Kentucky 42071, at which time and place all bids shall be pubilcly opened and read aloud.
For the public use of materialrnen and subcontrators, plans and
specifications will be on file at the following offices:
F.W. Dodge Corporation
Associated General Contractors
160 Moore Drive
1930 North 13th Street
Lexington,Kentucky 40504
Paducah,Kentuckyu 42001
F.W. Dodge Corporation
Builder's Exchange
3715 Bardstown Road
P.O. Box 5662
Louisville, Kentucky
Louisville, Kentucky
F.W. Dodge Corporation
113 West Mill Road,Suite 107
Evansville,Indiana 47710

Copies of documents may be obtained by depositing $50.00 with the
Housing Authority of Murray for each set of documents so obtained.
Such deposits will be refunded to each person who returns the
specifications, drawings and other documents in good condition
within 10 days after the bid opening.
A certified check or bank draft, payable to the Housing Authority
of Murray, U.S. Government Bonds, or a satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder and acceptable sureties in an amotmt equal to
five percent of the bid shall be submitted with each bid. The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for satisfactory
performance and payment bond or bonds.
Attention is called to the provisions for equal employment opportunity, and payment of not less than the minimum salaries and
wages as set forth in the Specifications. must be paid on this project.
The Housing Authority of Murray reserves the right to reject any
or all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding.
No bid shall be withdrawn for a period of thirty (30) days subsequent to the opening of bids without the consent of the Housing
Authority of Murray.
Housing Authority Of Murray
By Wry G.Warren
Tusii Executive Director

tuns*fib

INAlblieneImith
Nice big osevnitease
1110110 11104540. Cask&
air, water
bolt as
fernielted. TV tower
CesiMee ante on pees
CAN MOW
Nice Ii4O onfurnished
mobile home. Central
heat and air, water
furnished. TV tower
Cimmlee only no pets
Call 401-1134
Nice two bedroom
freeter near Murray. on
pots. Call 49-M11
Three bedroom Mobile
Home, partly furnished.
all electric central noel
and air, on private lot
No house pets Call
7S3-047 after Spa.
Two bedroom, 1 or 3
adults. SO plus deposit
Hwy. 121 South
753-54115.

a.NisehIn

ARC registered 41014
Retriever poop/. all
shots. 6 wog
im
Oct 16 Want gene
mono Price nedollabie
Call 1 415-1111
Deg Oetiallence Prelim
tea Treining end brood
iftswing Omen Prtv
ate lastrwction *who
ale Mary Adelman
436 1121
Hen Irish Seller pda
pies tree to a WWI
mon. Call 753 9475
after 1 gi

NISI
Peeks a Themes
lasemese &
Dud Wets
foolbside Cain Sq.
lervey, Iteassaky

z

/114E11

N.Sports Equipment
Solid Oak 6 gun cabinet
and 3 Gun Rack with
door. See at Uncle lefts
Sporting Goods Perfect
for Christmas

22. Muskal
Spiel-Cos*
Pine For Sale
Wetted: Itespeasile
party to tag ever
Spleet Piens. Easy
Tones. Cale be semi
leciy. Write: Credit
Alueepr, P.O. llos
217, Carlyle, IL
62231
Bass Guitar with amp.
$125. Call 759-1428.

For sale, Bonderosa
fireplace insert With
fan. Call before. 5 p.m.
759-1047.

1MissRentals

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Pb...753-3914
melem1111•111111111•111.1N

24. Atizellmmem
Best Breakfast at the
bozs--torIce in
town.. bacon, eggs,
biscuits and gravy,
hash browns, and coffee
for only $2.25... 6 111
11p.m. Monday thru
Saturday at Murray's
Breakfast
Place. .Boston Tea
Party.
Firewood cut to order.
$30. per rick. Call
436-2292.
For Sale IRS-SO Model I
Level II with expansion
Interface and two disc
drives. Also line printer
with tractor feed. Call
474-2773.
"Free" . A whole
coconut cream pie
given away every Friday at the Boston Tea
Party. Register any•
time. Winner will be
notified. Nobody makes
homemade pies like
Boston Tea.
Fresh from scrap,
homebaked cakes, Pies
and cookies. 753-4197.
King, automatic wood
heater, deluxe cabinet
with lift off cook surface
top. Brick tined fire box
with cast iron grates
and doors $249.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Tn.
Minolta Electrographic, 101 Dry
Copier with kt_cel
cabinet with stoTage
space, good condition.
$645.753-2633,8:30 tilS.
New Air Compressors,
commercial 5 hp, 60
gallon tank, 14 CMF per
minute. Retail $1,295.
Special $695. We deliver! 901-749-0091.
PINBALL MACHINE
excellent condition, four
player, electronic arcade machine. Make a
good Xmas gift. must
sell, call 7534200.
Surplus jeeps, cars and
boats. Many styles for
under $50. For information, call 312-94_
1961, ext. 1774-A.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x55 Two bedroom,
partially furnished, total electric with central
air, very good condition. Call 435-407.
14x70 three bedroom, 2
bath, underpinning, 200
AMP service Pole, all
electric. 437-4171
19112 Double wide 24x56,
fireplace, built-in kitchen, 3 bedroom, central heat Mid. air, $1,000
assume note. 474-2277

a.Mobile Home Rentals
A one or two, newly
decorated, central heat,
gas or electric, $11.5 to
$156 per month. Also
Kenmore washer and
dryer for sale Shady
Oaks Troller Ct.
A Two bedrown newly
furnished. Shady Oaks
Mobile Home Court
Call 753-5209.

Ube ComeleCimoi
Omen ben bereolnie
WNW Serelseame11110
1912 CaMmiter bed
benvq,fleoliesie 411/71
OOP 713.615
Medea
NMI L MIN
beton
Ihemed limied

Mil
Weralumes
Hemp Space
For Itaist
753-4758
Five Car Shop, I mile
East of Murray. 7533496. Ask for Bill or
Mickey Pierce.

imm
23. Extern
=
mor 32.

HELP WANTED

For sale, helium
balloons. 753-0817.

F.W. Dodge Corporation
325 Plus Park Blvd.
Suite 105
Nashville, Tenn.37217

31103M

J
r .Lnt

For rent Hamelot North
Apartments. Nice 2
bedroom townhouses.
Appliances, central
heat. 1 bedroom apartment also availablg.
753-7559 or 753-7550.
Furnished one bedroom, 753-8730. After
5:00 p.m. 753-6965.
Furnished apts., 1 or 2
bedrooms. Also sleeplog rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th. 753-6609.
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray. 7534 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
436-2844.
One or 2 bedrooms,
available in middle of
November. tall Embassy Apts. 753-3530.
Two bedroom, furnished, lease and deposit, no pets, adults
only. 753-9208 after 4
p.m.

33. Roomsfor Rent
United Ministry Center,
1611 Olive St. (1 block
behind Granny's Porch)
$295 Spring Semester.
Rooms available in
Dec. at end of this
semester. House has
kitchen, study room, TV
with cable, gas appliances and air conditioning. 753-3531.

34. Housesfor Rent
Near Aurora, 6 yrs. old,
3 bedroom, electric and
wood heat, water fur
nished. $160 plus de
posit. 442-5647.
Need nice married
couple with no pets, to
rent two bedroom brick
home, II miles Southeast
of Murray. Cali
4924594.
Three bedroom house
newly decorated. Con
tral gas heat, fully
furnished. Y2 block of
campus, on Ryan Ave.
Call 753-3763.
Three bedroom, no pets
Evenings 753-9261
Two bedroom, electric
wall heat, close to
downtown. Prefer
couples, small deposit
required. 436-2446.
Two bedroom home, no
pets allowed, re
'remixes required Call
753-7791 after 4.
Two bedroom, 2 driveways, $100 • month.
Inquire at the Fish
Market across from
Columbia River Bridge.

lhForRentorLsaie
4100 lot for lease with
40,
hook-up pole and septic
tank and well Call
436-5144

liveslock-Stipplies
Boars and Gilts, Mur•
physboro, Ill.,
Yorkshire, ready for
breeding, large 'Wee
tion. Homer Jenkins,
618-6114-61192.

11.Pols-Serefies

isrepsece.

ferswel maim
row IWO bueble 011110
col/IWO* nahmal odd
•
perstal ligNimost
web Menrear awe Wel
Close le dotintowe

Three acre lot, 316 miles
off 210. Must sell
49 2775.

IS. Farms Wale
Thirty acres of good
farm land, good
highway frontage on
County Line Road. Must
sell. For more Information, call 409-7775.

ie. HoesMr Sate
Completed in "82". 3
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath,
ranch style home New
carpet, refrigerator,
stove, a/c, drapes,
blinds, disposal and
wallpaper. Also utility
room, carport, and
wooden deck $42,900.
161$ Oak P4111,7539949.
HEY LOOK ME OVER,
L END ME YOUR
E AR. .Excellent
neighborhood...Close to
shopping center,
groceries, and restau
rant. And I have spec
lout rooms and a flowing, easy floor plan.
Cabinets and Stereos
g a lore...so, Look me
over by calling CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492.
This home is located in
Circarama on a quiet
tree-lined street. With
easing of interests, we
have the financial
knowledge to make It
affordable for you
L OVE OLDER
HOMES? Enjoy the
luxury of large size
rooms plus many built•
ins with bright, cheerful
decor. New central gas
furnace plus garage
apartment for rental
Income . Call 753-1492
today for your tour of
the Property. Owner is
making this house af. He owns two
homillk...nis loss is your
gain. CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors

AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions.
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz. 502-554 7153.
AKC Yorkshire Terrier
puppies 5150 each. Mr
two without papers
each Call 409-2651.
AKC registered black
Labrador puppies,
champion blood lines, Two bedroom, 2,/,
will be ready to go Dec acres, 7 miles east of
Muiray on 280. 4362502
1st. Call 759-1718

ressmo. wets, NO
tO WALL Pros
Ofewolleaa Devi Oa
gerg
niPlys
Iletter lite fly Soars
WW1 temoneftwas pee
lors maeolltall tor mot
spesillic•toass
seers MOM be ono

OLIN WWII Soft
LAW era brill WM&
AN Wan laved la gala
else veer aminisse from

ism

knimeOrnms1
S
igiaRAL NOUlli
1111 "Min on
etiseco Carpentry
eosser••• piesbaing

ie
bgefligeb
le ging 0111011OW
ti=
Large
MID wOb

me roweimmisms

because ef all
ablealubilh Wins You'll
wain to see Mis ma
$48'5
KOPPERUCI
RIM.TV. 711 1121
13.Service Nod
Pet 104/014, lid an no
flea. IMO sit buck and
lab's Home Improve
entity this reOnly 4
allot I? viers wallows
overlent.
be% name •xper
!once, reehogef
with large gar •941/
m, eseflielli. ceilwrose
w•rlith•ii and ad
wort rameart ganef01
omens' 3 Day aarase
eneaW4044C• Call
Woofed on bimodal+, Maw
woodtto I% acre tot 753 411
about 4 wiles elerlbweel CARPET CLEANING
el town Prices et le* Free Estimates
11611.0110 Call KOP Satisfied references
PEIWO REALTY. PO Vara Staisin C Honing,
(Upholstery C leaning)
1122
Lee's Carnet Cie/m.0o
Three bedroom bows, rs3 111127
with rough weed swop
on large one acre let
Located in Aim* area
$311.1811 Call 751 M/11
Three bedroom
bath.
Ilvine room
smoke
!Muse. garage 20.20
work shop Old *Imo
75344)8
Traditional home with
flair. exceptional inter
Oar decorator accents Concrete. black. Prost,
spacious rooms. goy, basements. town
drive wars.
mei kitchen with all the
goodkes. Many extras sidewalks. patio', and
Free es
$71,000 KOPPE u 0 chimneys
tirnates Call 7$3 $474
REALTY,IS3-1722
Date Spencer portable
Would you like a be sandblasting and nom
autlfsil home, no infer, ting lack noe service
eel, 13 down and owner also available Call 753
will take balance in 66.16 after 6 00 PAt
monthly payments
Lots of cabinets and
closets, large utility,
RON WOWS
garage, 3 extra lora*
Al.111118111811
bedroom. I small bed
room can be used as an
29 yeers espiniesse.
Office 2 baths, living
Maimed lbws tow
room with fireplace.
spoolellh.
dining room. den, eat in
kitchen and nice
11001All
neighborhood
753 7999
CO.
PLOW
or 753-1357.

GOOD NEWS
HOMEBUYERS1
We at KOPPERUD REALTY
have an excellent
selection of quality
homes, reasonably
priced, and recent
reductions in mortgage lending rates
have made the present an ideal time to 4.MsNrtyes
purchase a home. 1982 Honda HTC 200 3
Twenty-one homes wheeler, good condi
placed under con- tion. 7534734.
tract for sale It Moto Services
through our office
1303 Olds engine, tranduring the past four smission,
oenereter and
weeks testify to the regulator, complete.
local real estate Call 753 5583 days 753
market's high level 0790 after 6 p.m
of renewed activity. For sale Ford V-8 307
and transmit
If you've been con- engineDoes
not use any
sion
sidering a home oil and runs good. Has
purchase, let us new carb and new
provide you full water pump and new
details on current reef transmission seal
Great engine Call 753
✓ eal estate 6550.
(Seeders or man
availablity and Holds, your choice)
mortgage lending
rates. Phone KOP- el. Usti Cars
PERUD REALTY. 1971 Ofitsson truck, ex
cellent condition $1,000
753-1222 day or firm.
436 5130 after 4
night or stop by our p.m.
conveniently 1971 Grand Prix, locally
located office in the owned, like new condi
White House tion. $1,350. 1803 College
Farm Rd.
Building, 711 Main
1971 Grand Prix, locally
Street.
immemummiummumN owned, like new condi

Lofsfri Sale

fLONWIllis

354-6127

eicommesseelmommik.
FREE ESTIMATES On
all electrical. plumbing.
painting and well pump
needs. Licensed Cali
7134092 Or 7139673
Fence sales at Sears
now Cali Sears 743 1310
for free estimate for
yOur needs

Sandblast*
he leb tee large sr km
mast At year piste
fIr oars. lei or sibs.
Per Saie 1979 Tassebe
Troll bike, 175. Ales
large supply ef
various Mu sells.
Coptic, Mousy
Livestock & Tesler
Sales.

Ng Wk eh
Oren

y

W°

OPOI.O.

10146041. csonao•4•
reerievol and more Cam

1641-

GOVIR'S 11111
SIRVICII tor Pr•
Ielltifnal

Irate

care

n)03311
Vat kaStAnitelf Me
make we easements
dry wort completely
ateerenteed
Call er
write Merges Coo
sensitise Co RV PBS.
Pailitc•a K
09 A
10
4128161al
ig3Sw

IOW
P110111.111ST
Mad e meld optimise? WIWI* to
1ssWeetiol. leeel
wheelbase. Call Se
Oselmol. 759-1711 or
75344176.
Use buy 10 ane frof
mortgages It • discount
Item Ind.ysowals and
C•foaanles Credit
The It? bel Air Comer
William Colo. *anew
713 5573
Will de plumbing
heating. carpentry 15•01
had and rooting Cali 71) •
2211

EU

NILS
We swills' in sew
reet *sae mils. lased weft, Imo and
moor

;;;;.

IMAM
HMS'RUN
911464-3416
Will robe leaven Call •
799 1271
Will rake beeves 233
3111
Will sharpen hand saws
circular saws and
chitin saws 7534454

PAINT INC
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
AllPAPERING
moTV**
0Os•

Owy. 94 last.
753-5334

753-3715
793-5222

lion. 51,350. 1803 College
*'wee I. %sae**
Farm Rd
1972 Dotson 11110, 1200
Inspection
Free
c c , 4 speed, motor
Licensed. Bonded. In Si. Free CAM
good, body rough. $350
hired. Serval' Termite
Call 753-6564
and Pest Control Co
1972 Datum 510, 4 Cif ,
1300 E. Wood, Paris,
speed, good condition
Tenn. Eddie Williams.
$950. 753-4564
Ph 751-1779,9 to 5
1973 Ford Maverick, 6
cylinder, 4 door, 250
Watch deg with
engine, good condition,
beryls? Menu bark.
$1150. 1974 Ford Mier
cury, I cylinder, 2 door,
Appr•slmetely 6
AM FM tape player,
years .id, shied
good condition 6550
brood sled so feased
Phone 762-406.
ie yard. Ilresideg op
1973 Volkswagon
Square Back, excellent
wefflege. Beg Imo
condition, low mileage,
p. 753-4623.
$1,..915. 901147-5317.
1976 Ford Maverick,
completely rebuilt me
tor, runs excellent,
needs body ifork. inside
clean. $1,295 Call 753
0173.
1177 Chevrolet Caprice
amok, 2 Or., 1 owtter.
low mileage, extra nice
$3400. 753-6774 or 7536155.
•
1978 Ford Fairmiont, 2
MOW HMI SAU
door, new 11911. 12718.
from lake Partially
mile
Located
3
••
Call 753-3207.
-Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
1979 Subaru Station
Wagon. 4 wheel drive,
complete as you want. Owner must sell
air condition. 43e-5574.
and will finance. Call 751-1405.
19110 Cougar XR7, all
power, AM/FM air,
$4,e50 Call 47 41192
IMO VW Rabbit Diesel.
5,000 or best offer
751-5573.
CARS sell for 8117.9$
(overage). Also Jeeps.
Pickups. Available at
local Gov't Auctions.
For Directory call MS61174100 Ext. 8155. Call
refundable.
Clean, low mileage, 1971
Chevrolet Silvered°, 4
wheel drive truck
Steering, brakes, air,
automatic, AM FM
2500 SR- Ft. quolity built house on 1 acre
Radio Call 753-73117.
lot 3 bedroom 2V43 both, formal dining and
living MOM, family room, utility and dou-

FREE

SI. Used TrIcks

1937 Ford Truck 1957, 2
dr , hardtop, Chevy.
Tarp for a flat bed
Semi Traitor Call 354-

64*3

ble pomp, fully corpeted, 3 mites from
corner of 121 North ond Rob
Mason Rood (183). Coil 753-2967 otter 5
m
Murray,

-a
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Bill Cain's
rites planned
Wednesday

Services for Bill Cain
will be Wednesday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Dr. Bill
Whittaker will officiate.
Mrs. Otto Erwin will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be
Clarence Boren, Joe
Allbritten, Morris
Prescott, Dwight
Rutledge, Paul Jerry Lee
and James Hornbuckle.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Cain, 74, 310 South
Eighth St., died Sunday
at 2:10 a.m. at Baptist
Central Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Kathleen
Barnes Cain; daughter,
Mrs. Harry Lee Lovett;
two sons, Billy Cain and
George Cain; three step
daughters, Mrs. Johnnie
Taylor, Mrs. Johnnie Arnold and Mrs. Michael
McCoy.
Also surviving are five
grandchildren, seven
step grandchildren and
one step greatgrandchild.

Letter bomb
investigated
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Thousands of
reward fliers have been
distributed to homes in
central and eastern Kentucky as part of an investigation by postal officials who are trying to
solve a Sept. 5 letterbomb explosion that cost
a man his legs.
The fliers were
distributed throughout
the eastern half of the
state, from Fayette County to Perry County and
"over into the mountains," said Dennis Peil,
a postal service inspector
in Louisville.
Jack Daniel, a Lexington coal broker, lost
both legs when a package
of dynamite exploded at
his home, postal officials
said.
Peil, who is heading the
investigation, said leads
have not resulted in arrests and he would not
comment about the
future of the investigation.
Daniel's legs had to be
amputated after the explosion and he remains a
patient at the Veterans
Administration Medical
Center in Lexington.
The fliers offer a
reward of up to 810,000 for
information leading to
the arrest and conviction
of the person or people
who mailed the bomb to
Daniel.
The fliers said the
bomb possibly was mailed from Perry County,
Ky., sometime between
Aug. 25 and Sept. 3, 1982.

Forest needs rainfall
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Dangerous conditions still exist in the
state's forests due to a
lack of sufficient rainfall,
according to forestry officials.
The forest-fire season
doesn't end until Dec. 15
and Since Oct. 1, a total of
421 fitrest fires have
alrearikurned 8,826
acres of timber, the Division of Forestry of the
state Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection Cabinet reported
Monday.
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE

Judge says government cannot prosecute draft resisters

LOS ANGELES (AP)
— A federal judge, citing
a legal technicality, tossed out regulations that require millions of young
men to register for the
draft and also said the
government cannot selectively prosecute registration resisters.
In knocking out the
government's case
against 21-year-old David
Wayte, U.S. District
Judge Terry Hatter Jr.
ruled Monday that the
Selective Service System
should have waited 30
days for public comment
before enforcing a draft
registration proclamation issued by President
Carter in 1980.
"The court cannot close
Its eyes to the fact that
the proclamation became
effective a mere 21 days
after it was published (in
the Federal Register),"
Hatter said in his ruling.
Hatter also ruled that
the government had
violated Wayte's free
speech rights under the
U.S. Constitution by prosecuting only vocal opponents of the draft. He
also cited the government's refusal to turn
over evidence, and its
refusal under the doctrine of executive
privilege to allow White
House counselor Edwin
Meese III to testify.
It was unclear how Hatter's ruling would affect
the registration process
or the four men convicted
of resisting registration.
The government says 8.9
million men have complied with the act, while
585,000 men have failed to
sign up.
U.S. Attorney Stephen
Trott said the judge's
order would be appealed
immediately to the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
If the appeals court
reverses Hatter's decision, the indictment
against Wayte will be
reinstated and proceedings will resume,

Trott said. He had no furttier comment.
Mark Rosenbaum, one
of Wayte's attorneys,
said he was "pleasantly
stunned" by the ruling,
and believes if it is upheld
on appeal, the nation's
entire draft registration
system may be invalid.
"It means the whole
draft is out," he said.
Rosenbaum said that if
Hatter's decision is
upheld, the convictions of
four other draft resisters
could be overturned.
Wayte, a former
philosophy student at
Yale University, said, "I
am very happy right now
because the judge has
dismissed the case ... I
think this is a big victory
for us and a big setback
for the Selective Service
system."
In his decision, Hatter
said he recognized "the
widespread effect that a
decision granting defendant's motion to dismiss
due to the illegal promulgation of the proclamation will have on
this nation's Selective
Service registration program."
But he said the government failed to prove
Wayte had not been the
subject of selective
discrimination in the prosecution of draft registra-

tion resisters.
"... Persons prosecuted
for failing to register
have consisted solely, not
largely, of vocal nonregistrants," Hatter
noted.
The inference is
manifest that the defendant has been singled out
for prosecution because
he exercised his First
Amendment right to free
speech ..." the judge
wrote.
Before Hatter's decision was released, the
government announced it
has shifted tactics in its
crackdown on men who
haven't registered. The
government said Monday
it would scrutinize Social
Security rolls and tax
records in an effort to
catch more non registrants.
Hatter ruled that
Carter's presidential proclamation on July 18,
1980, ordering all young
men to register for the
draft within 30 days of
their 18th birthday was
invalid because the initial
registration period began
nine days too soon.
The Selective Service
Act passed by Congress
says the public has to be
given 30 days notice
before any presidential
proclamation based on
the act can take effect,

Hatter said.
He said Carter did not
waive the 30-day requirement in his proclamation,
and that government
arguments that the error
was made in "good faith"
and should be ignored
were "meritless."
The former president,
who arrived in Los
Angeles on Monday night
to tape a television program today, could not be
reached for comment. A
spokesman said Carter
had gone to bed and
declined to wake him.
In Washington, Thomas
K. Turnage, director of
the Selective Service
System, could not be
reached for comment
because he has an
unlisted telephone
number. Kim Hoggard, a
spokesman at the White
House, said there would
be no immediate comment on the ruling.
In order to prove the
theory that Wayte was
singled out for prosecution because he spoke out
against the draft, the
defense had sought White
House and Selective Service documents and
wanted Meese to testify.
Wayte was indicted July 22 on charges of failing
to register for the draft,
two years after writing
Carter and the Selective

Service that he would not
register.
Wayte's attorneys had
claimed his constitutional
right of freedom of
speech was violated by
the government's selective prosecution.
Government attorneys
on Nov. 5 refused to obey
Hatter's order that Meese
testify, even if it meant
charges against Wayte
would be dismissed.
Wayte, a tall, bearded
man who wears his long
hair neatly tied back in a
ponytail, said he plans to
enroll at the University of
California-Berkeley this
winter and continue to be
active against draft
registration.

Blue vinyl interior, 4-viiheel drive, silver white hoed top, white letter tires,
automatic, tilt, cruise, AM-FM stereo,
power steering, power brakes, air reor
window defogger, local new truck trade
.
37,xxx

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
.753-2617
641 S. Murray

AC:. AZ= ad* imam'

Kentucky Teachers ... They Do Their
Best For Kentucky Cluldren

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

HE1NOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
KLINT I\LLt

MAYFIELD KY

Livestock market

LOUISVILLE, Ky APi USDA; Estimated receipts cattle and calves
2500; slaughter steers and heifers
represented classes steady-, cows 2.60360 lower; bulls steady to firm,
slaughter calves and vealers untested
early; feeders opening firm to 1.00
higher
Slaughter steers good and choice 1-2
1005-1220 lbs. 54.25-56.50: standard and
good 2-3 including dairybreda 49.22.50.00; slaughter heifers good and choice
793 lbs. 5200; slaughter cows utility 14
33.00-37.00: high dressing
individuals37 20-40.00. individual up to
44.50; cutter 1-2 29.5043.50; canner iind
cutter under NO lbs. 28.88-32.40
Slarestder bulls grade 1 1210-1520 lb..

Our public schools are blessed with good teachers — well-educated
professionals who take pride in their work: developing minds They care
about children.

2470613 Or 1-800-592-3488

52.75-55.50; grade 1-2 4500-5050. few
low yielding bulls down to 43.00
Feeders steers medium frame 1, 300400 Its. 59.0042.00; 400-500 lbs. 60.0096.25; 500-600 lbs. 60.0046.90; 600-700
lbs 56.00.1050,700.160 lbs. 57.5041.00:
small frame 1 260-500 lbs. 56.00-60.00;
medium frame 2300-160 lbs. 54.0040.00;
503400 lbs. 54.0040.60; large frame 2
Holsteins half toad 100 lbs. 49.50; 055 lbs.
47.25, heifers medium frame 1 300.500
lbs 50.00-54.50, 500.400 lbs. 50.00-53.50,
800-700 lbs. 41.50-53.75: 700-750 lbs. 50.0050.50. small arnd medium frame 1-2 300500 lbs 43 0040 00; 500-700 lbs. 45
50.00
610(1 560; barrows and guts steady, 12 22541111

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service
November 3. 1182
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts • Act. $71 Est 450 Barrows Si Gilts
25 lower Sows steady to 1 CO lower
US 1-2 216-210
152.5041.10
US 2760-210 lbs
$51.31$52.50
US 2 210450lbs.
602.0042.50
US 34 2311471
01-52.00
Sews
US 1 -2120.111so
$41.10-43 CO
US 1431041ft
$021044.00
US 1-3 411611111bs.
$14.811-16 00
US 1-3 588450 lbs
$45 0347 00
sane 4800
U53-3310115 lbs
14100.42.70
31.8841.00

ins

The rest of us can help them by showing our support Schools have
needs that only money can supply. But schools need love, too
people
who cherish and want the best for them.
Do people in this community realize how important public schools
America needs strong public schools. What could our schools
be with the tight combination oflove and money? Let's ask ourselves what
IS possible and go to work to make it happen.
are? A strong

01

SCHOOLS NEED LOVE AND MONEY
Kentucky Education Assodadon
101 West Muhammad All Blvd
Ky 40202

Merrily Education Association
and tile Calloway Comity Erlecation Association

GET THE HEINOLD PERSi•ECTIVE
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LAY- LA-Z-BOY RECLINERS
& SWIVEL ROCKERS
Save
Save
$100
1 50
T°

$1 50)

$ 1 00 T°
$

Stock market
Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.
Indmtrial Average
Mr Product'
Amman
Adiland
American Telephone
awYslar
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F
Gowns]D,
General
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gaff OU
I Bid
J C Penny
Arles
KAMM •

Ms Trade
Ms -16
WO -lb
II% -96
M91 -1
U
WNI -911
V% -1%
27%
3146 -9/4
30
11P6
1394 -I
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3
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TIENNI
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Men's Long Sleeve

LEVI'S® SHIRTS
with that well known LEVI'S•quality, fit
and tailoring. Regular and tapered fit in a
variety of patterns. S/M/L/XL

A
88
• --ur•

REG. 19.99
SPECIAL

Men's LEVI'S®
SALE PRICES
EFFECTIVE
THRU DEC. 4th
weistookrisotweles.
Men's LEVI'S®
Nylon

1/

jv

6
•99
wee4*.wecioc.)14064

•Naturally comfortable. . . and have
that famous Levi's® fit and quality
*Choose Her favorite fashion color

16 88
•

)011Strtek)mitarattAikkarift
SUPPLEMENT TO:

1

News Journal, Carlisle Mercury,
News Democrat, Daily Statesman,
Cynthiana Democrat, Fleming
Gazette, Henry County Local,
Glasgow Daily 'Times, Grant
County News, Lebanon Enterprise
I I
Ledger & Times News Herald,
Citizen Advertiser, Richmond
Register, Sentinel-News, Spencer
Magnet, Falmouth Outlook,
Cumberland County
Shopping Neva

1111111b

liii

•

\I

881

Levies

Ladies' LEVI'S®
BENDOVERS
SIZES 8 to 18
REG. 24.99

the famous LEVI'S. fit and styling.
Straight Leg Saddlemane Boot Jeans.
Perfect for work or play. . .
comfortable & durable. 28-42

REG.'22. VALUE IIt
SPECIAL 1..2
_.._ •

TRI-FOLDS
a useful gift "He"
will appreciate!

BLUE JEANS

LEVI'S FOR JUNIORS
go everywhere. ..
and with everything!
Try a new color
of LEVI'S®
CORDUROY PANTS
*California Straight

DENIM JEANS
eCalifornia Straight
•Super Straight

REG. 27.99

99

Levis

7•

LERMANS
vidpvifio

•

FAMILY GIFT HEADQUARTERS
Some items not available in all stores

SALE PRICES
EFFECTIVE THRU
SAT., DEC. 4th

MEN'S Button Front StAtEAT

"Alfred Dunner"

Choose His Favorite Solid Color

COORDINATES

*Two Pockets. . . He will appreciate
*Knit Cuff and Waist
S/M/L/XL

Poly & Acrylic
in now popular
. Navy & Berry

16.99 VALUE

• *Blazers
*Mandarin
Collar '
Jackets
*Pull-on Skirts
*Dirndl Skirts
•Pull-on Pants
*Shirts
SIZES
10 to 20

$

15

Hi-Bulk Yarn and Acrylic
Fibre by "Monsanto"
Long Sleeves
Knit Waist and Cuff
Assorted Solid Colors

:".e.:MWOPAWRP,,.:4:::::,,:f.,'429'409.,
...5.3.;10:•
2,

Men's Blanket

DENIM COATS

Crew & II-Neck —
Acrylics in Fall
& Fashion Colors

Men's Low Back "Du k Head

OVERALLS i 88
U•

'la44'
'4
1 avrilt "a4,,l'a 44114114 OP=

CORDUROY BLAZERS
in Camel, Navy & Brown
She'll love the PATCH
POCKETS that score
with the "in' crowd!

are favorites for Sports
and Casual wear
Crystal Pleated
Poly and Acrylics

Sizes 32-42. Special
kr.Vor

Vitt44 tet Vet V* •Vit

Men's & Boy's iyante

OUTERWEAR
Solve "His" gift Orobiem
at great savings!
•Nylon Ski Jacket
•Zip-off Sleeve Jackets
*Vests

Entire $tock!

20%
"

the

one perfect gift...

ift calficate

SHOP EARLY
Selections are Greater
USE LAYAWAY
"Campus"

tSSEATERS
io

MEN'S SHIRTS

Boy's Flannel

Western Styles in
Woven Plaids
Flannel Sport Shirts
Popular Colors

SHIRTS
Good looking
Ass't. plaids
for warm comfort
on cold winter days!
(8 to 18) REG. 5.99

•

•
ater

Oft

SPECIAL

SPECIAL $

Men's Dress

SLACKS
aggar" Magic Stretch
"Seminole"
Action Stretch
Belt or Beltless

'6..¢.:040.0re.X.,,WO •,,
,
X5111(46
,

anket Uned

LADIES' BOOTS

I COATS
!ip

Leather Western & Dress
Styles. . . to please "Her"

Front, 36-46

I

88
•

10t Vit

12.888
in

0"Gino-Paoli"
Reg. 12.99 iv.

AN Star'Pro Leather 144-Cut
All Star Pro leather
yeA:
ctse
C
arefv
o e
Ho Cuctolit:

s

WESTERN
BOOTS

Ick "Duttk Head"

Tailored for comfort
•"Charlie
Brown"
Reg. 14.99

'
Long Sleeves, White & Ass t. Colors
VirfCrit ifilst VIM* kit V-feRre, Zit ViMit IS* VsWirt kb* V*Vet Vs Vilt

Men's Leather

17.88

al

VALUES $16
TO '22.
•—

DRESS
SHIRTS
for Holiday wear

C"and
bY
than any other

Entire Stock!

NOW

-ififr

20010

Boy's iWinter

OFF

:RW AR

CANVAS OXFORDS
for Children, Boy's & Men
••••

His" gift
t savings!
Ski Jacketit
F Sleeve Jackets

ntire Stock!
OFF I Rugged Construction for
---- long wear, comfort and
original retail

MEN'S
Proleather
HIscur

t

good looks

FAMILY GIFT HEADQUARTERS

1

..

,
.
.
.
i
i
LERMANS

:S

a __ 00-...
one perfect gin...

7
FAMILY GIFT HEADQUARTERS 1

_ - - -

146RTHERN

..

Curl Stick
STYLING
WAND

.40

Model
2341

.Swivel Cord
'Extra Long

5 88

...._. it--- "

___
I:. 0
woo

EFFECTIVE
' Thru Sat. :
DEC.
••
4th.

•
.

SALE':
.._3;

•

SALE

a gift certificate 4

CINIRISTMAS

•.

.

•

ELECTRIC BLANKETS
'
..-1011^-15filniA'
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Cool Tip
*For Fast Professional

-

's,

u:..

.
4

•

"CM-ERN

HAIR
DRYER

PRO PISTOL
s,;-- :::::::;:.:
:".:.• N

'Compact, Lightweight
04 Heat
Settings
•1250 Watts

i

2

*

8

I -.

CALCULATOR SECRETARY

.- - . -

;

*Single Control
•1 yr. Warranty
•U/L Approved

s2O•

22.88

Ladies' "Briggs New York"

TWILL PANTS

BRAS & GIRDLES

POLY GAB PANTS
Flexover & Side Elastic Waist .
Sizes 8 to 18
4•88
REG. 17.99

4 88
•

Boy's "Deerfield" Brand

WESTERN SHIRTS
Values to 16.99
Specially Priced!

s7

ENTIRE STOCK 070%OFF
(Not in all Stores)

Attractively Boxed
Assorted Designs

65

Box

REG. 19.99

One Size Fits All

2.5°

Ladies' "Brenaldi"
GENUINE LEATHER

HANDBAGS
*Swagger
*Shoulder Strap
*Double Handle

Reg. 29.99 $2A

SPECIAL

Cotton Crotch
1.69-1.99 Values

S

6.

Short & long Steens

Panty Brief & Panty Hose

*Top Zip
*Totes

Delicate lace &
embroidery trims

•

ORLON KNEE-HI HOSE
Prs-

Velour Robes

C

ALL-IN-ONE

2

Ladies' Long

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Ladies', White & Ass% Colors

"NOW

-

A Warm & Welcome Gift!
'Full Size
SPECIAL

Fashioned in smooth, split cowhide.
Unisonic LCD Calculator

SPECIAL

- .------

Playtex

Junior Sizes
3 to 13

4

Made by , -,:
"Northern"

Men's-Ladies' Leather

--

Reg. 18.99 "Cheenos"
Popular Colors for Fall & Holidays

_

-

,,,

88

LADIES KNIT SHIRTS

C

_

Popular Horse Emblem
Solids & Stripes
Reg. 12.99 to 14.99 $•L.

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

Selected Group

Just in time for your gifts

Ladies' DRESSES

BLOUSES & TOPS
Wovens, knits and velours. . .
in pretty shades she will love

Sizes S/M/L
iii&
32 to 38
•

I/
la

e OFF

i

Smart styles & fabrics
for now and on thru
the holiday occasions
JUNIOR,
MISSY &
HALF SIZES

:

OFF

. .,

w

w NPR\

Supplement To
News-Courier, Cumberland County
News, Camden Chronicle, The Exchange, News Examiner, Glasgow
Daily Times, Lawrence County News,
Lexington Progress, Murray Leader &
Times, Paris Post Intelligence, Giles
County Shopper, Shoppers Guide,
Clinton County News, Grundy County
Herald

TACOA GOLD RUSH
JEWELRY
••

BOXED JEWELRY

MAKEUP MIRRORS

A lovely selection of jewelry beautifully boxed for gift giving. Necklaces,
pins, earrings, and sets in gold with
pearls, colored stones, or cloissone.

4.88

Illuminated makeup mirror with
magnifying and regular side. Four
lighting settings for day, night, office, and home light conditions.

17/82 Page 28 Pegs 28

Reg. $28

earrings,
necklaces,
Includes
bracelets, chains, and pins. In gold,
some with stones.
Values S6 to S15

21.88

MUSIC BOXES
Ceramic or lucite music boxes in
bird or piano design. Assorted
popular tunes. A wonderful gift
idea for Christmas or any special
occasion.

9.88

HAND MIRRORS AND
MIRROR TRAYS
Metal filagree border with antique
gold finish. Assorted designs in round
or oval shapes by Matson.
Reg. $19 to S22

12.88

LEATHER CLUTCHES
Four styles of genuine garment leather
clutches in fall and winter colors of
black, wine, taupe, chestnut, navy,
and grey.

JUMBO PHOTO ALBUMS ENGLISH BATH CUBES FREE COSMETIC BAG
Keep
precious
memories
alive in this
100-page
vinyl photo
album.
Brown, ivory,
green, or
red.

9.88
VIBRANCE® GLOVES
Leather trim
gloves by Fownes
of nylon and Lycra
spandex. Ideal for
driving or dress
wear. Boxed for
gift giving. One
size fits ail.
Available in
brown, black,
camel, or navy.
Reg. $12

One cube makes
your bath water
soft, fragrant, and
refreshing. The
fragrance of an
English country
garden. Box of six
cubes. Reg. $1.75
4413

460

'74

Yours free with
a purchase of
Sand and
Sable 2 oz. cologne spray.
The cologne
that captures
the essence of
you
S14 value

9.50

.99
SCARF SETS
A warm gift set of acrylic
knit fringed scarf, roll cuff
hat, and miftens. Ivory,
red, navy, green, or
camel.
Reg. $19

9.88

All your favorite styles
in colors to coordinate
with everything you
wear. Stock up on all
the looks you love and
SAVE.
Reg. S1.95 to $4.25

1.60-3.50
KNEE SOCKS AND
LEG WARMERS

LADIES' QUILTED
BOOTIES

Kick up your heels in
our knee socks and
leg warmers.
Assorted styles and
colors will keep you
warm on the coldest
days. One size fits
all.
Reg. S2.75 to So

Cozy and comfy
to slip into on
cold winter
mornings
Solid red,
navy, or paisley
print. Sizes
S-M-L-XL.
Reg. $10

20%0FF

7.88

•

LADIES PANTIES
Perfect stocking stuffers of coffon or
nylon hipsters in solids and prints,
sizes 5 to 8. Solid nylon briefs in sizes 5
to 10.
Reg. 3/S4

3/3.50

TRY OUR CONVENIENT DEFERRED BILLING PLAN. . . BUY
NOW WITH NO PAYMENT DUE
TILL FEBRUARY

7,82

Page 4N Page 4^4

STORES

i

P

BRUSHED NYLON
GOWNS By Komar
Choose from three styles of warm
brushed gowns in acetate/nylon by
Komar. Great to cuddle up in on
cold, winter nights. Sizes S-M-L.
Reg. $21

12.88

QUILTED ROBES
Poly/cotton quilted robes with gripper
front and Peter Pan collar in a variety
of delightful prints. Sizes S-M-L.
Reg. $27

23.88

DEENA CAMISOLES
AND PETTISLIPS
Such a delicate,
lacy pair with the
look and feel of
pure femininity. Both
of 100% nylon tricot
in white or burgundy. Sizes S-M-L.
Camisole
Pettislip

6.88

5.88

CALVIN
KLEIN®
JEANS
An exceptional
value on your
favorite straight
leg jean with
5-pocket styling.
Junior sizes
5 to 13.
Reg $29.99

.„

6

25.88
LADIES'
LACY BLOUSES
Lace and tuck front blouse in 100%
polyester ultressa. Cream or white.
Sizes 8 to 18.

JUNIOR TUXEDO
PANTS AND
BLOUSES
Choose our dot bib front blouse with
wing collar and bow tie in
black/white and red/white or our dot
tuxedo blouse with double cascade
in white. Sizes 5 to 13.
Reg. S22 to S23
For a perfect mate, poly poplin tuxedo pants in black.
Sizes 5 to 15.
Reg. S21

17.88

14.88

FREE MONOGRAM
100% acrylic machine washable
sweaters. Choose Garland V- or
crew neck in ten colors for
juniors or OHI crew neck in
eight jewel tones for
misses. Free monogram
for Christmas gift giving

41,
•
co

LADIES' CASUAL
AND DRESS SHOES

FREE MONOGRAM

Save now on select styles from all your favorite
brand names Fancy or casual. High heels, low
heels, wedges, or flats. Most sizes available,
but not every style or brand at every store

Values to $39

24.88
Not avallobte in
Greenville Kenruckli

Here come those Duke boys on these soft knit
pajamas with long sleeves Flame resistant
100% polyester in boys'
sizes 8 to 14.
Individualize his gifts with a free monogram on
a button-down oxford shirt from Dee Ceeg in
blue or white. Boys' sizes 8 to 20.
•
Reg $12 99

1088

Charge 3 convenient ways!

Or a machine washable Orlon sweater in navy,
camel, burgundy, ivory, and kelly. Boys' sizes
S-M-L.
Reg. $16

1 2.88

Hanes
UNDERWEAR

Hanes
T SHIRTS

BOYS'PLAID SHIRTS

This Christmas, give
quality that lasts and
get a S3 refund. Buy a total of
SIX
Hanes
underwear
garments and get S3 by
mail.

STORES

Your Hometown Christmas Store

BOYS' VELOUR ROBES

$3.00 Refund
I enclose package wrappers from a total of six (6)
underwear garments and store receipt(s). Please send my
$300 refund by mail to
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE
AREA CODE _

__ ZIP
_.TELEPHONE

Mail to. Hanes Christmas Refund Offer
P.O. Box 4558
Monticello. MN 55365
Important Offer expires January 21, 1983. Limit4one$:3.00
refund per household. Redemption of separate or over
lapping offers on the same garment, is prohibited. Offer
good in U S.A. except where prohibited by law. Please
allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

Long sleeve poly/cotton woven plaid shirts
from Van Heuseng, Button-down or spread collars in boys'sizes 8 to 18.
Reg $10
Quarterback oxford slacks by Esskayg These
dress slacks with coordinated belt are in easy
care 100% polyester. Navy or khaki in boys'
sizes 8 to 14 or student sizes 26 to 29W.
Reg S19.50 to 21.50

He'll stay toasty warm in this soft kimono robe
of acetate/nylon velour. Assorted solid colors with contrast trim in boys' sizes 8 to 20

FREE MONOGRAM
100% acrylic V-neck sweaters in
navy, camel, burgundy, brown,
or ecru. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Hand's Off Sweater.
Reg, S12.99
Tournament Sweater
by Arrow'.
Reg. S20

11.88

FREE MONOGRAM
100% polyester Pro-Spun link
cardigan by Jaritzen*. Grey,
Ivory, navy, or camel in sizes SM-L-XL

CAMPUS® SWEATERS
Arrow* Dover oxford buttondown or Kent tone-on-tone dress
shirts. White, blue, or ecru in
sizes 14/
1
2-17" neck, 32-34"
sleeve.

14 88

A great price on quality gloves.
Your choice of corduroy or
denim in assorted colors

18.88

23.88

FLANNEL SHIRTS
Long sleeve men's flannel shirts
in a select assortment of plaids.
Size S-M-L-XL

Men's shetiand sweaters in
solids, or fancy patterns 70%
wool/30% polyester in assorted
colors. Sizes
-L-XL.

Stock up and save now on our
entire selection of men's Interwoven socks. Most popular colors to fit sizes 10-13.

BEAU BRUMMEL®
TIES
Special purchase of a distinctive collection of ties in solids,
neats, clubs, and stripes Ideal
for all the men on your
Christmas list.

LEVI® WALLET WITH
KEY CASE

VELOUR
BATH WRAP

Give the label he loves in a
handsome gift packagel

He'll love this acetate/nylon
bath wrap in luxurious velour
Rich solid colors with contrasting trim. One size fits all

Levi. nylon wallet with
authentic belt buckle
Levi* leather wallet
with matching key
case

6.88

11.88

dla

HOLIDAY PLACEMATS TABLE ARRANGEMENTS

KITCHEN GIFT SETS
Charming sets
consisting of a
kitchen towel, pot
holder, and
dishcloth in a
selection of
Christmas patterns.

Nor

Practical vinyl placemats in a
Christmas bell design with
matching embroidered napkins.
Great for gifts or to put a little
holiday spirit in your kitchen.

A natural for holiday decorating.
Several styles of arrangements
with one,two, or three candles.

6.88-10.88

HOLIDAY FINGERTIP TOWELS
A lovely accent for
your bath in solid
polyester/cotton
terry towels with
Christmas
appliques and
embroidery.

HS no-iron
LOTloths
TABLEC
CHRISTMAS
in
tablec
print
holly
of solid or
Your choice

2.75.
or 2/$5

polyester/ cotton with soil release finish.

60 x 84". reg $20
60 x 104,reg S23
70" round, reg S20

FREE MONOGRAM

'Napkin, reg S2

Solid red
52 x 70", reg. S14
60 x 86,reg. S21.
60 x 104", reg. S25
70" round, reg S22

•

Napkin, reg. S2

Athens, Al.
• Burkesville, Ky.
• Camden, Tn.
• Fayetteville, Tn.
• Gallatin, In

A.-

STOR ES

12.88
19.88
21.88
....19.88

1.88

• Pulaski, In.
• Glasgow. Ky
•Lawrenceburg, In • Waverly, In
In
• Albany, Ky.
• Lexington,
• Winchester, In
• Murray, Ky
• Paris. Tn

HOLIDAY SALE
NOVEMBER 17-27
COLORED PRINT

Personalize our
plush towels b
Cannon. 100°0
cotton for extra
absorbency. In
dusk rose,
forget-me-not
blue, raspberry,
mocha, mimosa
yellow, and
parchment.

6.00
Hand towel 4.00
Wash cloth 2.00
Bath towel

